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Rare B decays for New Physics
• SM is a very good approx. for reality

i.e. ANature � ASM for most processes

• Need to look where ASM is small, in order to be sensitive to NP
e.g. b → s penguins

• Compare ANature with ASM, then
Find new physics or learn new lessons!

• In particular, we will focus on:

* the Kπ puzzle
* EWP and related
* purely leptonic decays
* invisible and semi-invisible decays

N.B. Some channels are experimentally clean (e.g. all-charged, low-multiplicity), while others
are very difficult (e.g. invisible and semi-invisible modes).
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Charmless hadronic B decaysCP violation in B → Kπ
CPV through interference

Vub

CPV in B -> K+ !" is not unexpected, but ...

CPV in B0 → K+π− is not unexpected, but ...

Youngjoon Kwon New physics search in B decays Nov. 15, 2009 @ FAPPS09

• ∃ tree-penguin interference ⇒ a great place to look for DCPV

- extract the CKM angle φ3(γ)
- the “Kπ puzzle”: ∆AKπ ≡ ACP(K−π0)− ACP(K−π+) �= 0
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AK−π+ ≡ Γ(B̄0 → K−π+)− Γ(B0 → K+π−)

Γ(B̄0 → K−π+) + Γ(B0 → K+π−)

CP asymmetry in charmless hadronic B decays

< 0 by ∼ 8σ

Youngjoon Kwon New physics search in B decays Nov. 15, 2009 @ FAPPS09

ACP of hadronic rare B decays (HFAG 2010)

> 5σ effect!
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Diagrams for B → Kπ

LETTERS

Difference in direct charge-parity violation between
charged and neutral B meson decays
The Belle Collaboration*

Equal amounts of matter and antimatter are predicted to have
been produced in the Big Bang, but our observable Universe is
clearly matter-dominated. One of the prerequisites1 for under-
standing this elimination of antimatter is the nonconservation
of charge-parity (CP) symmetry. So far, two types of CP violation
have been observed in the neutral Kmeson (K0) and Bmeson (B0)
systems: CP violation involving the mixing2 between K0 and its
antiparticle !KK 0 (and likewise3,4 for B0 and !BB0), and direct CP viola-
tion in the decay of each meson5–8. The observed effects for both
types of CP violation are substantially larger for the B0 meson
system. However, they are still consistent with the standard
model of particle physics, which has a unique source9 of CP viola-
tion that is known to be too small10 to account for the matter-
dominated Universe. Here we report that the direct CP violation
in charged B6RK6p0 decay is different from that in the neutralB0

counterpart. The direct CP-violating decay rate asymmetry,AK+p0

(that is, the difference between the number of observed B2RK2p0

event versus B1RK1 p0 events, normalized to the sum of these
events) is measured to be about 17%, with an uncertainty that is
reduced by a factor of 1.7 from a previous measurement7. How-
ever, the asymmetryAK+p+ for !BB0?K{pz versus B0RK1p2 is at
the 210% level7,8. Although it is susceptible to strong interaction
effects that need further clarification, this large deviation in direct
CP violation between charged and neutral B meson decays could
be an indication of new sources of CP violation—which would
help to explain the dominance of matter in the Universe.

Existing measurements of CP asymmetries in K and B meson
decays can be explained using a single source of CP violation from
the mechanism of the Kobayashi–Maskawa model. Proposed9 in
1973, this mechanism anticipated the third family of quarks before
they were discovered. Together with a quantum field theory that
describes the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions, it is a
key part of the standard model of particle physics. The present
Kobayashi–Maskawa source of CP violation, however, is itself too
small (see ref. 10 for example) to account for the dominance of
matter in the Universe. A search for other sources of CP violation,
in the neutrino sector or in new physics beyond the standard model,
is needed.

The decay BRKp proceeds through two major processes, illu-
strated in Fig. 1a and b. Figure 1a is called the colour-allowed tree
diagram, and the Kobayashi–Maskawa source of CP violation enters
via the so-called Vub (where ub represents the transition between u
and b quarks) matrix element that governs the !bb!uuW interaction
vertex. On the other hand, while all charge 2/3 quarks contribute
to the quantum ‘loop’, it is the virtual top quark that dominates
the amplitude of the process shown in Fig. 1b, which is usually called
the (strong) penguin diagram. The controlling matrix element pro-
duct VtbV

!
ts (where tb and ts represent the transitions between t and b

quarks and t and s quarks) is insensitive to the Kobayashi–Maskawa

source of CP violation. CP violation may arise from the interference
between these two amplitudes, similar to two waves interfering with
each other to produce a combined wave. However, this still depends
on the detailed dynamics of each process. It is a theoretical challenge
to describe how the quark level decay evolves into the observed
mesons. One of the advantages of studying a direct CP-violating
asymmetry, which is a ratio of decay rates, is that many of the experi-
mental systematic uncertainties cancel. Consequently, CP-violating
asymmetries provide information about the dynamics of B meson
decay, test different theoretical approaches, and probe new physics
beyond the standard model.

Compared to the dominant bRc decay amplitudes, the amplitude
of Fig. 1a is suppressed by the smallness of jVub/Vcbj, while Fig. 1b is
suppressed by the quantum loop amplitude. However, the two
amplitudes are of similar magnitude, allowing for large interference
(and hence appreciable CP violation) to occur. The price to pay is the
small branching fractions or decay rates to bemeasured. For instance,
out of a million neutral B0 mesons, only about 20 will decay into
K1p2, while for B1 mesons, only about 13 in a million will decay to
K1p0. Therefore, to search for CP violation, wemust producemanyB
mesons and detect themwith high efficiency. The Belle detector at the
KEKB11 asymmetric-energy (3.5 on 8.0GeV) e1e2 collider, operating
on the U(4S) resonance (which decays exclusively to a B!BB meson
pair) energy, was designed for such a purpose. The KEKB accelerator
is currently the brightest collider in the world, in which the record
instantaneous luminosity is equivalent to bombarding a 1 cm2 area
with 1.73 1034 particles per second. A detailed description of the
Belle detector (see Supplementary Information 1) can be found
elsewhere12. Here we report ourmeasurements of CP-violating asym-
metries for the BRK6p7, K6p0 and p6p0 modes, using 535 million
B!BB meson pairs collected with the Belle detector.

*A list of authors and their affiliations appears at the end of the paper.
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Diagrams for B0+ → K+π−0

Youngjoon Kwon New physics search in B decays Nov. 15, 2009 @ FAPPS09
• enhanced color-suppressed tree?

- Can it be bigger than color-favored tree?

• EW penguin?

- negligible CP phase in SM ⇒ cannot affect ∆A by much

- perhaps, picking up a new phase from NP?

CWC, MG, JR, DS, PRD 70, 034020 (2004), YYC, HnL, PRD 71, 014036 (2005)

WSH, MN, AS, PRL 95, 141601 (2005), SB, PH, DL, DS, PRD 71, 057502 (2005), etc.
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B0 → K±π∓ and π+π− (Belle, prelim.)

K±π∓

π+π−

NBB̄ = 772M (full Belle sample)

signal
continuum
rare-B
feedacross

signals are extracted by 3D-fit on
∆E, Mbc and event shape
likelihood ratio variables

B0 → K±π∓

• N = 7527 ± 127
• B = (20.00 ± 0.34 ± 0.63)× 10−6

• ACP = (−0.069 ± 0.014 ± 0.007)

B0 → π+π−

• N = 2111 ± 89
• B = (5.04 ± 0.21 ± 0.19)× 10−6
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B± → K±π0 and π±π0 (Belle, prelim.)

K±π0

π±π0

NBB̄ = 772M (full Belle sample)

signal
continuum
rare-B
feedacross

signals are extracted by 3D-fit on
∆E, Mbc and event shape
likelihood ratio variables

B± → K±π0

• N = 3731 ± 92
• B = (12.62 ± 0.31 ± 0.56)× 10−6

• ACP = (+0.043 ± 0.024 ± 0.002)

B± → π±π0

• N = 1846 ± 82
• B = (5.86 ± 0.26 ± 0.38)× 10−6

• ACP = (+0.025 ± 0.043 ± 0.007)
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The Kπ puzzle, updated

   
preliminary (EPS 2011)

-10 -5 0 5 10

ACP (%)

prelim. by P. Chang @EPS 2011

∆AKπ = 0.127± 0.022 (5.8σ)
LHCb
CDF

Belle
BaBar

Belle
BaBar
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DCPV in B± → ηh±

B0 → ηK0

12
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We report measurements of the branching fractions and CP asymmetries for B± ! !h± (h =
K or ") and the observation of the decay B0 ! !K0 from the final data sample of 772 " 106

BB pairs collected with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+e! collider. The
measured branching fractions are B(B± ! !K±) = (2.12 ± 0.23 ± 0.11) " 10!6, B(B± ! !"±) =
(4.07 ± 0.26 ± 0.21) " 10!6 and B(B0 ! !K0) = (1.27+0.33

!0.29 ± 0.08) " 10!6, where the last decay
is observed for the first time with a significance of 5.4 standard deviations (#). We also find
evidence for CP violation in the charged B modes, ACP (B

± ! !K±) = #0.38 ± 0.11 ± 0.01 and
ACP (B

± ! !"±) = #0.19 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 with significances of 3.8# and 3.0#, respectively. For all
measurements, the first and second uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively.

PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 12.15.Hh, 11.30.Er

Charge-Parity (CP ) violation plays an important role
in any explanation of the observed dominance of mat-
ter over antimatter in our Universe. Current experimen-
tal knowledge about CP violation is limited. Charmless
hadronic B decays constitute sensitive probes for CP vi-
olation in the standard model (SM) as well as beyond,
and can help to further elucidate this unsolved question.
In the SM, the decays B± ! !(!)K± and B0 ! !(!)K0

are expected to primarily proceed through b ! s pen-
guin processes and a b ! u tree transition as shown in
Fig. 1. The large B ! !!K[1–3] and small B ! !K[3, 4]
branching fractions can be explained by ! " !! mixing
along with constructive and destructive interference be-
tween the amplitudes of the two penguin processes [5].
The branching fraction of B0 ! !K0 is expected to

be lower than that of B± ! !K±, because the tree di-
agram in the B0 ! !K0 decay is color suppressed. The
destructive combination of penguin amplitudes may in-
terfere with the tree amplitude in B ! !K, resulting in
a large direct CP asymmetry (ACP ) [5, 6], defined as

ACP #
![B"(B0) ! !h"(0)]" ![B+(B0) ! !h+(0)]

![B"(B0) ! !h"(0)] + ![B+(B0) ! !h+(0)]
,

(1)
where !(B ! !h) is the partial width obtained for the
B ! !h decay, and h denotes K or ". Similarly, direct
CP violation could be sizeable for B± ! !"± owing to
the interference between b ! d penguin and b ! u tree
diagrams. Several theoretical calculations with di"erent
mechanisms [7–12] suggest a large ACP for both B ! !K
and B ! !", although the sign could be either positive or
negative. Previous Belle [4] and BaBar [3] measurements

indicate a large negative ACP in B± ! !K±, but more
data are needed to be statistically sensitive to a non-zero
ACP in B± ! !"±.

In this Letter, we report the first observation of B0 !
!K0, and evidence for direct CP asymmetries in B± !
!K± and B± ! !"± using the final Belle data set. The
data sample corresponds to (772 ± 11) $ 106 BB pairs
collected with the Belle detector at the KEKB e+e"

asymmetric-energy (3.5 GeV on 8.0 GeV) collider [13]
operating at the #(4S) resonance. The production rates
of B+B" and B0B0 pairs are assumed to be equal at the
#(4S) resonance.
The Belle detector [14] is a large-solid-angle magnetic

spectrometer that consists of a silicon vertex detector, a
50-layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aero-

FIG. 1: (a) b ! u tree diagram for B+ ! !(")K+. (b) color-
suppressed b ! u tree diagram for B0 ! !(")K0. (c), (d)
b ! s gluonic penguin diagrams for B ! !(")K.

B → η(�)h(∗)

η − η�

* intriguing BF’s for 
   
* DCPV is expected
* details may depend on 
             mixing

4

TABLE I: Detection e!ciency (!) including sub-decay branching fractions, yield, significance of the yield "(Y), measured
branching fraction B, charge asymmetry ACP , and significance of the charge asymmetry "(ACP ) for B ! "h decays. The first
errors are statistical and the second ones are systematic.

Mode ! (%) Yield "(Y) B (10!6) ACP "(ACP )
B± ! "K± 13.2 2.12± 0.23 ± 0.11 "0.38 ± 0.11± 0.01 3.8

"!!K
± 13.3 201.9+27.1

!26.5 10.2 2.07± 0.27 ± 0.10 "0.36 ± 0.13± 0.01 2.9
"3"K

± 4.9 80.2+14.9
!13.9 8.6 2.29+0.43

!0.40 ± 0.15 "0.42 ± 0.18± 0.01 2.4
B± ! "#± 22.4 4.07± 0.26 ± 0.21 "0.19 ± 0.06± 0.01 3.0

"!!#
± 15.3 480.6+35.1

!36.0 19.0 4.24± 0.32 ± 0.19 "0.14 ± 0.08± 0.01 1.8
"3"#

± 5.4 138.6+18.5
!17.5 12.2 3.63± 0.49 ± 0.25 "0.31 ± 0.13± 0.01 2.5

B0 ! "K0 5.4 1.27+0.33
!0.29 ± 0.08

"!!K
0 4.2 38.0+12.6

!11.4 4.0 1.18+0.39
!0.35 ± 0.06

"3"K
0 1.5 16.2+6.5

!5.4 4.1 1.48+0.59
!0.49 ± 0.10
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FIG. 2: #E (left), Mbc (middle) and R" (right) distributions for B0 ! "K0 candidate events with the "!! and "3" modes
combined. Points with error bars represent the data, the total fit functions are shown by black solid curves, signals are shown
by red solid curves, dashed curves show the continuum contributions and filled histograms are the contributions from charmless
B backgrounds. The #E, Mbc, and R" projections of the fit are for events that have 5.27 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.30 GeV/c2 and
R" >0.55, "0.10 GeV< #E < 0.08 GeV and R" >0.55, and "0.10 GeV< #E < 0.08 GeV and 5.27 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.30
GeV/c2, respectively.

where i denotes the ith event. Category j runs over the
signal and background components, where background
components include continuum, the cross-feed due to
K-! misidentification, and the background from other
charmless B decays, but do not include b ! c decays,
which are found to give a negligible contribution. The pa-
rameter Nj represents the number of events for category

j, Pj(M i
bc,!Ei,R!i) is the PDF inMbc, !E andR!, and

q is the B-meson charge. For the B0 mode, the ACPj pa-
rameters are set to zero since CP asymmetries cannot be
determined without additional information. The validity
of the three-dimensional fit is tested with large ensemble
tests using MC samples and by fits to a high-statistics
control sample of B+ ! D0!+(D0 ! K+!"!0) decays.

All the signal and cross-feed background PDFs in Mbc

and R! are modeled with a single Gaussian. In B ! "!!h
(B ! "3"h) modes, the PDFs in !E are described by a
Crystal Ball [21] (a sum of two Gaussians) function . The
peak positions and resolutions in Mbc, !E and R! are
adjusted according to the data-MC di"erences observed
in control samples [22].

The continuum background in !E is described by
a second-order polynomial, while the Mbc distribution
is parameterized with an ARGUS function, f(x) =

x
"
1# x2 exp [##(1# x2)], where x is Mbc/Ebeam and #

is a free parameter in the fit [23]. The R! PDF is a dou-
ble Gaussian function. The background PDFs in both
Mbc and !E for charmless B decays are modeled with
smoothed two-dimensional histograms obtained from a
large MC sample, and the R! PDF is a single Gaussian.

We perform a simultaneous fit to B± ! "K± and
B± ! "!± candidate events, since these two decay
modes can feed into each other. In the likelihood fits,
Nj and ACPj are allowed to vary for the continuum and
charmless B backgrounds. Shape parameters of the con-
tinuum background PDFs are also floated. The cross-feed
background in "K± ("!±) and signal in "!± ("K±) share
the same fitting parameters in both ACP and branching
fraction. Figure 2 shows the Mbc, !E andR! projections
of the fit to the B0 ! "K0

S sample. The Mbc and !E
projections for the B+ ! "h+ and B" ! "h" samples
are shown separately in Fig. 3.

The branching fraction for each mode is calculated
by dividing the e#ciency-corrected signal yield by the
number of BB pairs. The dominant systematic er-
rors on the branching fraction come from MC model-
ing of the ", !0, and K0

S selection e#ciency; these er-
rors are 4.0%, 4.0%, and 1.6%, respectively. The sys-

First observaton of 
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TABLE I: Detection e!ciency (!) including sub-decay branching fractions, yield, significance of the yield "(Y), measured
branching fraction B, charge asymmetry ACP , and significance of the charge asymmetry "(ACP ) for B ! "h decays. The first
errors are statistical and the second ones are systematic.

Mode ! (%) Yield "(Y) B (10!6) ACP "(ACP )
B± ! "K± 13.2 2.12± 0.23 ± 0.11 "0.38 ± 0.11± 0.01 3.8

"!!K
± 13.3 201.9+27.1

!26.5 10.2 2.07± 0.27 ± 0.10 "0.36 ± 0.13± 0.01 2.9
"3"K

± 4.9 80.2+14.9
!13.9 8.6 2.29+0.43

!0.40 ± 0.15 "0.42 ± 0.18± 0.01 2.4
B± ! "#± 22.4 4.07± 0.26 ± 0.21 "0.19 ± 0.06± 0.01 3.0

"!!#
± 15.3 480.6+35.1

!36.0 19.0 4.24± 0.32 ± 0.19 "0.14 ± 0.08± 0.01 1.8
"3"#

± 5.4 138.6+18.5
!17.5 12.2 3.63± 0.49 ± 0.25 "0.31 ± 0.13± 0.01 2.5

B0 ! "K0 5.4 1.27+0.33
!0.29 ± 0.08
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combined. Points with error bars represent the data, the total fit functions are shown by black solid curves, signals are shown
by red solid curves, dashed curves show the continuum contributions and filled histograms are the contributions from charmless
B backgrounds. The #E, Mbc, and R" projections of the fit are for events that have 5.27 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.30 GeV/c2 and
R" >0.55, "0.10 GeV< #E < 0.08 GeV and R" >0.55, and "0.10 GeV< #E < 0.08 GeV and 5.27 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.30
GeV/c2, respectively.

where i denotes the ith event. Category j runs over the
signal and background components, where background
components include continuum, the cross-feed due to
K-! misidentification, and the background from other
charmless B decays, but do not include b ! c decays,
which are found to give a negligible contribution. The pa-
rameter Nj represents the number of events for category

j, Pj(M i
bc,!Ei,R!i) is the PDF inMbc, !E andR!, and

q is the B-meson charge. For the B0 mode, the ACPj pa-
rameters are set to zero since CP asymmetries cannot be
determined without additional information. The validity
of the three-dimensional fit is tested with large ensemble
tests using MC samples and by fits to a high-statistics
control sample of B+ ! D0!+(D0 ! K+!"!0) decays.

All the signal and cross-feed background PDFs in Mbc

and R! are modeled with a single Gaussian. In B ! "!!h
(B ! "3"h) modes, the PDFs in !E are described by a
Crystal Ball [21] (a sum of two Gaussians) function . The
peak positions and resolutions in Mbc, !E and R! are
adjusted according to the data-MC di"erences observed
in control samples [22].

The continuum background in !E is described by
a second-order polynomial, while the Mbc distribution
is parameterized with an ARGUS function, f(x) =

x
"
1# x2 exp [##(1# x2)], where x is Mbc/Ebeam and #

is a free parameter in the fit [23]. The R! PDF is a dou-
ble Gaussian function. The background PDFs in both
Mbc and !E for charmless B decays are modeled with
smoothed two-dimensional histograms obtained from a
large MC sample, and the R! PDF is a single Gaussian.

We perform a simultaneous fit to B± ! "K± and
B± ! "!± candidate events, since these two decay
modes can feed into each other. In the likelihood fits,
Nj and ACPj are allowed to vary for the continuum and
charmless B backgrounds. Shape parameters of the con-
tinuum background PDFs are also floated. The cross-feed
background in "K± ("!±) and signal in "!± ("K±) share
the same fitting parameters in both ACP and branching
fraction. Figure 2 shows the Mbc, !E andR! projections
of the fit to the B0 ! "K0

S sample. The Mbc and !E
projections for the B+ ! "h+ and B" ! "h" samples
are shown separately in Fig. 3.

The branching fraction for each mode is calculated
by dividing the e#ciency-corrected signal yield by the
number of BB pairs. The dominant systematic er-
rors on the branching fraction come from MC model-
ing of the ", !0, and K0

S selection e#ciency; these er-
rors are 4.0%, 4.0%, and 1.6%, respectively. The sys-

5

tematic error due to R(K/!) requirement is 0.9% for
kaons and 0.8% for pions. It is estimated from the
D!+ ! D0!+(D0 ! K"!+) sample. The systematic
error due to the charged-track reconstruction e!ciency
is estimated to be 0.35% per track, which is determined
from a study of the D!± ! D0!±(D0 ! !+!"K0

S) de-
cay. Any di"erence in the e!ciency when the R crite-
rion is applied to data or MC is investigated using the
B+ ! D0!+(D0 ! K+!"!0) sample; the results of
this study imply a 0.6% systematic uncertainty. The fit-
ting systematic errors due to the signal PDF modeling
are estimated from changes of the fit parameters while
varying the calibration factors by one standard devia-
tion. The systematic error due to charmless B back-
ground PDF modeling is calculated from the di"erence
observed between the signal yield when the charmless
yield is floated in the fit and that when the yield is fixed
to the MC expectation. The systematic error due to the
uncertainty in the total number of BB pairs is 1.4%,
and the error due to limited signal MC statistics used
to evaluate the e!ciency is 0.55%. The systematic er-
rors on ACP arise from detector bias, uncertainties on
the detector bias and PDF modeling. The possible de-
tector bias due to the tracking acceptance and R(K/!)
selection for ACP (B± ! "!±) is evaluated using the
fitted ACP value of the continuum background [24, 25].
The detector bias in ACP (B± ! "K±) is evaluated us-
ing the D+

s ! #!+(# ! K+K") and D0 ! K"!+

samples [24, 25]. There is a contribution to the ACP

systematic uncertainty from the modeling of the signal
PDFs. The total systematic errors for ACP are in the
range (8.2" 14.2)# 10"3.
The statistical significance is evaluated as
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"2 ln(L0/Lmax), where L0 is the likelihood value
when either the signal yield or ACP is fixed to zero,
and Lmax is the nominal likelihood value. The total
significance (#) including PDF modeling systematic
uncertainty is calculated after smearing the likelihood
distribution with the appropriate PDF modeling sys-
tematic error. In Table I we list the fitted signal yields,
charge asymmetries, reconstruction e!ciencies, and
branching fractions. The combined result for the two "
decay modes is obtained from the combined likelihood
function.
In summary, using the final Belle data sample con-

taining 772 # 106 BB pairs and a three-dimensional
fit that maximizes the e!ciency, we provide new mea-
surements based on signal yields 2.5 times larger than
those reported in our previous publications [4]. We
find evidence for CP asymmetries in B± ! "K± and
B± ! "!±: ACP (B± ! "K±) = "0.38 ± 0.11 ± 0.01
and ACP (B± ! "!±) = "0.19 ± 0.06 ± 0.01. The sig-
nificance of ACP ("K+) [ACP ("!+)] is 3.8$ [3.0$]. Ev-
idence for ACP (B± ! "!±) is seen for the first time.
We also observe the decay B0 ! "K0 for the first
time with a significance of 5.4$ and a branching fraction
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FIG. 3: !E and Mbc projections for B+ ! !h+ (left) and
B! ! !h! (right) candidate events with the !!! and !3"
modes combined. Points with error bars represent the data,
the total fit functions are shown by black solid curves, sig-
nals are shown by red solid curves, dashed curves are the
continuum contributions, dotted curves are the cross-feed
backgrounds from misidentification and filled histograms are
the contributions from charmless B backgrounds. The !E
and Mbc projections of the fits are for events that have
5.27 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.30 GeV/c2 and R" >1.95, "0.10
GeV< !E < 0.08 GeV and R" >1.95, respectively.

B(B0 ! "K0) = (1.27+0.33
"0.29 ± 0.08)# 10"6. In addition,

we report the following new measurements of the branch-
ing fractions: B(B± ! "K±) = (2.12±0.23±0.11)#10"6

and B(B± ! "!±) = (4.07±0.26±0.21)#10"6. All our
branching fraction and ACP measurements supersede the
results in Ref.[4].

We thank the KEKB group for excellent operation
of the accelerator, the KEK cryogenics group for e!-
cient solenoid operations, and the KEK computer group
and the NII for valuable computing and SINET4 net-
work support. We acknowledge support from MEXT,
JSPS and Nagoya’s TLPRC (Japan); ARC and DIISR
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when either the signal yield or ACP is fixed to zero,
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distribution with the appropriate PDF modeling sys-
tematic error. In Table I we list the fitted signal yields,
charge asymmetries, reconstruction e!ciencies, and
branching fractions. The combined result for the two "
decay modes is obtained from the combined likelihood
function.
In summary, using the final Belle data sample con-

taining 772 # 106 BB pairs and a three-dimensional
fit that maximizes the e!ciency, we provide new mea-
surements based on signal yields 2.5 times larger than
those reported in our previous publications [4]. We
find evidence for CP asymmetries in B± ! "K± and
B± ! "!±: ACP (B± ! "K±) = "0.38 ± 0.11 ± 0.01
and ACP (B± ! "!±) = "0.19 ± 0.06 ± 0.01. The sig-
nificance of ACP ("K+) [ACP ("!+)] is 3.8$ [3.0$]. Ev-
idence for ACP (B± ! "!±) is seen for the first time.
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B! ! !h! (right) candidate events with the !!! and !3"
modes combined. Points with error bars represent the data,
the total fit functions are shown by black solid curves, sig-
nals are shown by red solid curves, dashed curves are the
continuum contributions, dotted curves are the cross-feed
backgrounds from misidentification and filled histograms are
the contributions from charmless B backgrounds. The !E
and Mbc projections of the fits are for events that have
5.27 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.30 GeV/c2 and R" >1.95, "0.10
GeV< !E < 0.08 GeV and R" >1.95, respectively.

B(B0 ! "K0) = (1.27+0.33
"0.29 ± 0.08)# 10"6. In addition,

we report the following new measurements of the branch-
ing fractions: B(B± ! "K±) = (2.12±0.23±0.11)#10"6

and B(B± ! "!±) = (4.07±0.26±0.21)#10"6. All our
branching fraction and ACP measurements supersede the
results in Ref.[4].
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Electroweak Penguin B decays
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EW penguin B decays
• one-loop penguin

- suppressed in SM, hence sensitive to NP
- (ex) H

+ in place of W
+ in the loop
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Charged Higgs would always increase B
Other SUSY contribution could cancel
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many BSM
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0 • CPV in radiative penguin can be a sensitive probe for NP

• Its cousin, B → X�+�− is interesting, too

- rich structure
- sensitive to several Wilson coeff’s.
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Belle’s legacy on EWP

• First observation of B → K�+�− PRL 88, 021801 (2002)

• First observation of B → K∗�+�− PRL 91, 261601 (2003)

• First observation of B → Xs�+�− PRL 90, 021801 (2003)

• First measurement of AFB of B → K∗�+�− PRL 96, 251801 (2006)

• First observations of several radiative modes, φKγ, K1γ, etc.

• First observation of B → (ρ,ω)γ PRL 96, 221601 (2006)

• Most precise measurement of B → Xsγ
covering the widest Eγ range PRL 103, 241801 (2009)

• and many more published results

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Rare B and D decays (@ KIAS Phenomenology Workshop) Nov. 17, 2011 16



Inclusive B → XsγInclusive B → Xsγ
PRL, 103, 241801 (2009)

B → Xsγ : Results

The average efficiency of step (i) over the entire range is
15% (2.5%) in the MAIN (LT) stream. The average effi-
ciency of step (iii) is about 80%. Step (ii) eliminates the
need to perform corrections for the effect of the ECL
resolution on the moments, as was done in Ref. [19], and
thereby significantly reduces the large uncertainty due to
model dependence. The unfolding matrix, derived from the
signal MC sample, is calibrated to data using the results of
a study of a clean photon sample from radiative !-pair
events.

A weighted average taking into account the correlation
of the MAIN and LT stream spectra is performed after step
(i). At this stage the averaging procedure is substantially
simplified since there is no statistical correlation between
yields in different energy bins. As an example of the cross
correlation between the MAIN and LT streams, in the
energy bin 2.00–2.05 GeV, there are 116 517 (9834) and
6769 (246) photon candidates in the on-(off-)resonance
sample, in the MAIN and LT streams, respectively, of
which, 3815 (72) are common to both streams. We find
the covariance between the MAIN and LT signal yields is
dominated by the overlap of candidates from the off-
resonance sample, which is small relative to the individual
variances of the MAIN and LT signal yields. This results in
a statistical error on the average just above that which is
obtained if no statistical correlation is assumed. The spec-
trum derived from the average of MAIN and LT stream
spectra before unfolding is shown in Fig. 1(c).

Our analysis procedure does not distinguish between
B ! Xs" and B ! Xd". We subtract the contribution of
the latter from all partial branching fraction measurements
by assuming the ratio of the branching fractions to be
Rd=s ! "4:5# 0:3$% [20,21], and thereby assume the
shape of the corresponding photon energy spectra to be
equivalent. Employing other models for the B ! Xd"

photon energy spectrum has a negligible impact on the
measured branching fractions and moments of B ! Xs".
To derive the measurements in the rest frame of the

B meson we calculate boost corrections using a MC simu-
lation. The corrections are calculated from differences
between the spectra in the B-meson and c.m.s. frames.
The simulation takes into account the energy of the
B meson and its angular distribution in the c.m.s.
Systematic uncertainties are calculated from a number

of sources, as given by the numbered list in Table I. We
vary the number of B !B pairs, the on-resonance to off-
resonance ratio of integrated luminosities, and the correc-
tion factors applied to the off-resonance photon candidates
and assign the observed variation as the systematic error
associated with continuum subtraction (1). The parameters
of the correction functions applied to the MC to calibrate
for the effect of selection criteria (2) and those applied to
the #0 and $ yields (3) are varied taking into account their
correlations. As we do not measure the yields of photons
from sources other than #0’s and $’s in B !B events, we
independently vary the expected yields of these additional
sources by #20% (4). We vary the corrections applied to
beam background data according to their uncertainties (5).
For the uncertainties related to the unfolding procedure, we
vary the value of the regularization parameter of the SVD
algorithm (6). We compare the results from five signal
models [22] with corresponding model parameters derived
from fits to the signal spectrum derived from the MAIN
stream shown in Fig. 1(a). We assign the maximum devia-
tion from the Kagan-Neubert model as the uncertainty (7).
The errors associated to the measurement of the photon
energy resolution and photon detection efficiency in radia-
tive!-pair events are varied (8,9), where the former has an
uncertainty of 1%. To account for the higher multiplicity
hadronic environment of B !B decays and secondary effects
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FIG. 1. The extracted photon energy spectrum of B ! Xs;d" in the (a) MAIN and (b) LT stream before any correction for signal
acceptance is applied; and (c) displays their average after correction by the selection efficiency. The two error bars for each point show
the statistical and the total error. The total error is a sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic errors, where the latter are
correlated between bins. The LT and MAIN streams refer to the set of selection criteria that do and do not include the lepton tag
criterion, respectively.
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• B(B → Xsγ) = (3.45 ± 0.15 ± 0.40)× 10
−4

(Eγ > 1.7)

B(B → Xsγ) = (3.50 ± 0.43)× 10
−4

(scaled to Eγ > 1.6)

- the most precise meas’mt to date

• HFAG 2009: B = (3.56 ± 0.25)× 10
−4

(Eγ > 1.6)

• �Eγ� = 2.282 ± 0.015 ± 0.051 GeV ∼ mb/2 (Eγ > 1.7)

Youngjoon Kwon Looking beyond the SM through rare B decays Feb. 23, 2010, Q2C at YongPyong

B(B → Xsγ) = (3.45 ± 0.15 ± 0.40)× 10−4 (1.7 < Eγ < 2.8 GeV)
Constraints on NP from B → Xsγ

Perugia, Italia, Sep 14-19, 2009 Antonio Limosani - University of Melbourne Slide 
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mH+ > 300 GeV @ 95% CL for all tanβ

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Rare B and D decays (LP 2011 @ Mumbai, India) Aug. 27, 2011

PRL 103, 241801 (2009)

B(B → Xsγ) = (3.45 ± 0.15 ± 0.40)× 10
−4 (1.7 < Eγ < 2.8 GeV)

BSM = (3.15 ± 0.23)× 10
−4 (Eγ > 1.6 GeV) NNLO by Misiak et al., PRL 98, 022002 (2007)

Constraints on NP from B → Xsγ

Perugia, Italia, Sep 14-19, 2009 Antonio Limosani - University of Melbourne Slide 
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mH+ > 300 GeV @ 95% CL for all tanβ
Complementary to direct constraints from ATLAS/CMS!
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Inclusive B → Xs(d)γ

network (NN). These include the ratio R0
2, which is R2

calculated in the frame recoiling against the photon mo-
mentum; the B meson production angle with respect to the
beam axis in the CM frame; !!B; and the L-moments [10] of
the ROE with respect to either the thrust axis of the ROE or
the direction of the high-energy photon. Differences in
lepton, pion, and kaon production between background
and B decays are exploited by including several flavor-
tagging variables applied to the ROE [11]. Using the NN
output, we reject 99% of continuum background while
preserving 25% of signal decays.

After all selections are applied, there remain events with
more than one B candidate. In these events the candidate
with the reconstructed "0 or # mass closest to nominal is
retained. Where there is no "0 or # we retain the candidate
with the highest vertex $2 probability.

The signal yields in the data for the sum of the seven
decay modes are determined from two-dimensional ex-
tended maximum likelihood fits to the !E and mES dis-
tributions. We consider the following contributions: signal,
combinatorial backgrounds from continuum processes,
backgrounds from other B decays, and cross-feed from
misreconstructed B ! X% decays. The fits to B ! Xd%
events contain components from misidentified b ! s%
decays, with an expected contribution of 345 events. We
neglect the small b ! d% background in the fits to B !
Xs% events.

Each contribution is modeled by a probability density
function (PDF) that is determined from Monte Carlo (MC)
simulated events unless otherwise specified. For the mis-
identified signal cross-feed components, we use a binned
two-dimensional PDF to account for correlations. All the
other PDFs are products of one-dimensional functions of
!E andmES. For signal, themES spectrum is described by a
Crystal Ball function [12], and !E by a Cruijff function
[13]. The parameters of these functions are determined
from the fit to the high-statistics B ! Xs% data sample.
We use these fitted values to fix the signal shape in the fits
to B ! Xd% events.

The remaining B backgrounds contain a small compo-
nent that peaks in mES but not !E, which is modeled by a
Gaussian distribution in mES. Continuum and other non-
peaking backgrounds are described by an ARGUS shape
[14] in mES and a second-order polynomial in !E.

We perform separate fits for B ! Xd% and B ! Xs% in
each of the hadronic mass ranges 0:5–1:0 GeV=c2 and
1:0–2:0 GeV=c2. For each of the four fits, we combine
the component PDFs and fit for the signal, generic B and
continuum yields, the ARGUS and two polynomial shape
parameters. We scale the cross-feed contributions propor-
tionally to the fitted signal yield, refit and iterate until the
procedure converges. Projections of mES and !E from fits
to data for B ! Xs% and B ! Xd% are shown in the low
mass region in Fig. 1 and in the high mass region in Fig. 2.
Table II gives the signal yields, efficiencies (after correc-

FIG. 1 (color online). Projections of !E with 5:275<mES <
5:286 GeV=c2 for (a) B ! Xs% and (c) B ! Xd%, and of mES

with "0:1<!E < 0:05 GeV for (b) B ! Xs% and
(d) B ! Xd% in the mass range 0:5–1:0 GeV=c2. Data points
are compared with the sum of all the fit contributions (solid line).
The jagged line is an artifact of the fit projection over the sum of
several binned histograms. The dashed line shows the signal
component.

FIG. 2 (color online). Projections of !E with 5:275<mES <
5:286 GeV=c2 for (a) B ! Xs% and (c) B ! Xd%, and of mES

with "0:1<!E < 0:05 GeV for (b) B ! Xs% and
(d) B ! Xd% in the mass range 1:0–2:0 GeV=c2. Data points
are compared with the sum of all the fit contributions (solid line).
The jagged line is an artifact of the fit projection over the sum of
several binned histograms. The dashed line shows the signal
component.
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Projections of ∆E with 5.275 < mES < 5.286
GeV/c2 and mES with −0.1 < ∆E < 0.05 GeV
for B → Xsγ (top) and Xdγ (bottom) in the
mass range 0.5 < M(Xs(d)) < 1.0 GeV/c2.

• separately studied for low- (0.5− 1.0)
and high-mass (1.0 − 2.0) regions of
the hadronic states Xs(d)

• by a sum of 7 exclusive final states for
each of Xsγ and Xdγ

M(Xs)0.5 − 2.0 M(Xs)0.5 − 2.0
B (×106) 230 ± 8 ± 30 9.2 ± 2.0 ± 2.3
Xdγ/Xsγ 0.040 ± 0.009 ± 0.010

• The ratio Xdγ/Xsγ is converted to give

|Vtd/Vts| = 0.199 ± 0.022 ± 0.024 ± 0.002
3rd error is from theory uncertainty

complementary to constraints from BsBs mixing
|Vtd/Vts| = 0.2061 ± 0.0012+0.0080

−0.0060
PDG (2010) mini-review on B mixing
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Inclusive B → Xsγ, separately for B0 & B+

The background events consist of nonsignal B decays
and continuum background from u !u, d !d, s!s and c !c events.
The continuum events are suppressed by using a Fisher
discriminant that combines 12 variables related to the
different event decay topologies of B !B and continuum
events. These include event-shape variables such as the
thrust, as well as information on the energy flow relative to
the direction of the candidate signal photon.

To discriminate against photons from !0 and " decays,
we combine the signal candidate photon with any other
photon in the event associated with the signal B. The event
is vetoed if the pair’s invariant mass is consistent with a !0

or ". Furthermore, the event is rejected if the candidate
photon combined with a !! is consistent with a #! !
!!!0 decay assuming that the second photon from the !0

decay is lost.

III. FIT OF SIGNAL RATES

The distribution of mES for the selected events has a peak
around the mass of the B meson, corresponding to correctly
reconstructed B !B events, and a broad background compo-
nent that stems from non-B !B and misreconstructed B !B
events. The peak is modeled with a crystal ball (CB)
function [16]. This contains two parameters that corre-
spond to the mean and width of the Gaussian core and
two additional parameters that describe a power-law tail
extended to masses below the core region. The nonpeak
background term is described with an ARGUS function
[17].

Applying the selection criteria outlined above yields
approximately 7700 events. We divide the event sample
into 14 intervals of photon energy, each 100 MeV wide,
spanning the range 1.3 to 2.7 GeV. In each interval, we
extract the number of peak events with a binned maximum
likelihood fit to the mES distribution.

The limited size of the data sample means that it is not
possible to fit all of the parameters related to the shape of
the CB and ARGUS functions individually in separate

intervals of photon energy. One expects, however, a smooth
variation of the shapes as a function of E$. To impose this
smoothness, a simultaneous fit of the mES distributions for
all of the photon-energy intervals is carried out. The varia-
tion of the shape parameters with photon energy is de-
scribed by polynomials, whose orders are the lowest
possible that allow an adequate modeling of the data.
Examples of the mES distributions and results of the simul-
taneous fit are shown in Fig. 1. The global %2 is 330 for the
charged B sample and 357 for the neutral sample, both for
387 degrees of freedom.

The measured numbers of B events are shown in
Fig. 1(c) as a function of photon energy. The points are
from data; the solid histogram is from a B !B MC sample
that excludes the signal decay B ! X$. Because of the
large background at low energy the signal region is defined
as E$ > 1:9 GeV. This choice was optimized in MC
studies. The MC prediction has been scaled by fitting to
the data region between 1:3<E$ < 1:9 GeV, taking
into account the small contribution from B ! X$ decays
in that region. For E$ > 1:9 GeV, we observe 119! 22
B ! X$ signal events over a B !B background of 145! 9
events.

For 1:3<E$ < 1:9 GeV a comparison of the data and
background gives a %2 of 9.7 for 5 degrees of freedom. The
probability to observe a value at least this great is 8.4%.
Our estimate of the systematic uncertainty in the back-
ground (described below) is in fact smaller than the ob-
served data-background difference; therefore we regard
this difference primarily as a statistical fluctuation.

To determine the partial branching fractions, we require
the total number of B !B events in the sample after selection
of the tag B candidates. In a procedure analogous to that
described for the mES fits in bins of E$, we divide the data
into four intervals of estimated tag B candidate purity and
perform a simultaneous fit of the mES distributions. We
obtain approximately 680 000 B !B events corresponding to
an efficiency of 0.3%.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Fits to the distribution of the beam-energy-substituted mass mES for two E$ regions. The dashed curve shows
the CB term and the dotted curve is the ARGUS term, corresponding to B and non-B events, respectively; the solid curve is their sum.
(a) 1:6 GeV<E$ < 1:7 GeV for the charged B sample. (b) 2:3 GeV<E$ < 2:4 GeV for the neutral B sample. (c) The measured
numbers of B events as a function of photon energy. The points are from data; the histogram is from a B !B MC sample which excludes
the signal decay B ! X$.
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The background events consist of nonsignal B decays
and continuum background from u !u, d !d, s!s and c !c events.
The continuum events are suppressed by using a Fisher
discriminant that combines 12 variables related to the
different event decay topologies of B !B and continuum
events. These include event-shape variables such as the
thrust, as well as information on the energy flow relative to
the direction of the candidate signal photon.

To discriminate against photons from !0 and " decays,
we combine the signal candidate photon with any other
photon in the event associated with the signal B. The event
is vetoed if the pair’s invariant mass is consistent with a !0

or ". Furthermore, the event is rejected if the candidate
photon combined with a !! is consistent with a #! !
!!!0 decay assuming that the second photon from the !0

decay is lost.

III. FIT OF SIGNAL RATES

The distribution of mES for the selected events has a peak
around the mass of the B meson, corresponding to correctly
reconstructed B !B events, and a broad background compo-
nent that stems from non-B !B and misreconstructed B !B
events. The peak is modeled with a crystal ball (CB)
function [16]. This contains two parameters that corre-
spond to the mean and width of the Gaussian core and
two additional parameters that describe a power-law tail
extended to masses below the core region. The nonpeak
background term is described with an ARGUS function
[17].

Applying the selection criteria outlined above yields
approximately 7700 events. We divide the event sample
into 14 intervals of photon energy, each 100 MeV wide,
spanning the range 1.3 to 2.7 GeV. In each interval, we
extract the number of peak events with a binned maximum
likelihood fit to the mES distribution.

The limited size of the data sample means that it is not
possible to fit all of the parameters related to the shape of
the CB and ARGUS functions individually in separate

intervals of photon energy. One expects, however, a smooth
variation of the shapes as a function of E$. To impose this
smoothness, a simultaneous fit of the mES distributions for
all of the photon-energy intervals is carried out. The varia-
tion of the shape parameters with photon energy is de-
scribed by polynomials, whose orders are the lowest
possible that allow an adequate modeling of the data.
Examples of the mES distributions and results of the simul-
taneous fit are shown in Fig. 1. The global %2 is 330 for the
charged B sample and 357 for the neutral sample, both for
387 degrees of freedom.

The measured numbers of B events are shown in
Fig. 1(c) as a function of photon energy. The points are
from data; the solid histogram is from a B !B MC sample
that excludes the signal decay B ! X$. Because of the
large background at low energy the signal region is defined
as E$ > 1:9 GeV. This choice was optimized in MC
studies. The MC prediction has been scaled by fitting to
the data region between 1:3<E$ < 1:9 GeV, taking
into account the small contribution from B ! X$ decays
in that region. For E$ > 1:9 GeV, we observe 119! 22
B ! X$ signal events over a B !B background of 145! 9
events.

For 1:3<E$ < 1:9 GeV a comparison of the data and
background gives a %2 of 9.7 for 5 degrees of freedom. The
probability to observe a value at least this great is 8.4%.
Our estimate of the systematic uncertainty in the back-
ground (described below) is in fact smaller than the ob-
served data-background difference; therefore we regard
this difference primarily as a statistical fluctuation.

To determine the partial branching fractions, we require
the total number of B !B events in the sample after selection
of the tag B candidates. In a procedure analogous to that
described for the mES fits in bins of E$, we divide the data
into four intervals of estimated tag B candidate purity and
perform a simultaneous fit of the mES distributions. We
obtain approximately 680 000 B !B events corresponding to
an efficiency of 0.3%.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Fits to the distribution of the beam-energy-substituted mass mES for two E$ regions. The dashed curve shows
the CB term and the dotted curve is the ARGUS term, corresponding to B and non-B events, respectively; the solid curve is their sum.
(a) 1:6 GeV<E$ < 1:7 GeV for the charged B sample. (b) 2:3 GeV<E$ < 2:4 GeV for the neutral B sample. (c) The measured
numbers of B events as a function of photon energy. The points are from data; the histogram is from a B !B MC sample which excludes
the signal decay B ! X$.
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The background events consist of nonsignal B decays
and continuum background from u !u, d !d, s!s and c !c events.
The continuum events are suppressed by using a Fisher
discriminant that combines 12 variables related to the
different event decay topologies of B !B and continuum
events. These include event-shape variables such as the
thrust, as well as information on the energy flow relative to
the direction of the candidate signal photon.

To discriminate against photons from !0 and " decays,
we combine the signal candidate photon with any other
photon in the event associated with the signal B. The event
is vetoed if the pair’s invariant mass is consistent with a !0

or ". Furthermore, the event is rejected if the candidate
photon combined with a !! is consistent with a #! !
!!!0 decay assuming that the second photon from the !0

decay is lost.

III. FIT OF SIGNAL RATES

The distribution of mES for the selected events has a peak
around the mass of the B meson, corresponding to correctly
reconstructed B !B events, and a broad background compo-
nent that stems from non-B !B and misreconstructed B !B
events. The peak is modeled with a crystal ball (CB)
function [16]. This contains two parameters that corre-
spond to the mean and width of the Gaussian core and
two additional parameters that describe a power-law tail
extended to masses below the core region. The nonpeak
background term is described with an ARGUS function
[17].

Applying the selection criteria outlined above yields
approximately 7700 events. We divide the event sample
into 14 intervals of photon energy, each 100 MeV wide,
spanning the range 1.3 to 2.7 GeV. In each interval, we
extract the number of peak events with a binned maximum
likelihood fit to the mES distribution.

The limited size of the data sample means that it is not
possible to fit all of the parameters related to the shape of
the CB and ARGUS functions individually in separate

intervals of photon energy. One expects, however, a smooth
variation of the shapes as a function of E$. To impose this
smoothness, a simultaneous fit of the mES distributions for
all of the photon-energy intervals is carried out. The varia-
tion of the shape parameters with photon energy is de-
scribed by polynomials, whose orders are the lowest
possible that allow an adequate modeling of the data.
Examples of the mES distributions and results of the simul-
taneous fit are shown in Fig. 1. The global %2 is 330 for the
charged B sample and 357 for the neutral sample, both for
387 degrees of freedom.

The measured numbers of B events are shown in
Fig. 1(c) as a function of photon energy. The points are
from data; the solid histogram is from a B !B MC sample
that excludes the signal decay B ! X$. Because of the
large background at low energy the signal region is defined
as E$ > 1:9 GeV. This choice was optimized in MC
studies. The MC prediction has been scaled by fitting to
the data region between 1:3<E$ < 1:9 GeV, taking
into account the small contribution from B ! X$ decays
in that region. For E$ > 1:9 GeV, we observe 119! 22
B ! X$ signal events over a B !B background of 145! 9
events.

For 1:3<E$ < 1:9 GeV a comparison of the data and
background gives a %2 of 9.7 for 5 degrees of freedom. The
probability to observe a value at least this great is 8.4%.
Our estimate of the systematic uncertainty in the back-
ground (described below) is in fact smaller than the ob-
served data-background difference; therefore we regard
this difference primarily as a statistical fluctuation.

To determine the partial branching fractions, we require
the total number of B !B events in the sample after selection
of the tag B candidates. In a procedure analogous to that
described for the mES fits in bins of E$, we divide the data
into four intervals of estimated tag B candidate purity and
perform a simultaneous fit of the mES distributions. We
obtain approximately 680 000 B !B events corresponding to
an efficiency of 0.3%.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Fits to the distribution of the beam-energy-substituted mass mES for two E$ regions. The dashed curve shows
the CB term and the dotted curve is the ARGUS term, corresponding to B and non-B events, respectively; the solid curve is their sum.
(a) 1:6 GeV<E$ < 1:7 GeV for the charged B sample. (b) 2:3 GeV<E$ < 2:4 GeV for the neutral B sample. (c) The measured
numbers of B events as a function of photon energy. The points are from data; the histogram is from a B !B MC sample which excludes
the signal decay B ! X$.
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fied MC compared to the standard MC simulation as a
systematic uncertainty.

To assess the uncertainty related to the parametrization
chosen for the mES fit, additional coefficients are intro-
duced that allow linear or higher-order dependence of the
CB and ARGUS function shape parameters on the photon
energy. The maximum variation in the fitted rates is taken
as the systematic uncertainty. A similar set of variations for
the dependence of the shape parameters on the B meson
purity is carried out for the mES fits used to determine the
total number of B mesons in the data sample. To allow for a
small peaking component in the distribution of mES from
B! decays reconstructed as B0 ( !B0) decays and vice versa,
we remove these events from the MC sample and take the
difference in the result as a systematic uncertainty.

The uncertainties related to the detector modeling and
event reconstruction are estimated by comparing MC
simulations of track and photon efficiencies as well as
particle identification efficiencies with data control
samples. From these comparisons we estimate correspond-
ing systematic errors, which are in all cases small com-
pared to other uncertainties.

To assess the uncertainty in the efficiency due to the
assumed shape of the E! spectrum, we vary mb and "2

# in
the kinetic scheme by !0:1 GeV and !0:1 GeV2, respec-
tively. These variations are large compared to the uncer-
tainties in the world average [10] in order to cover
alternative Ansätze for the heavy quark distribution func-
tion [21,22]. They also account for uncertainties related to
the small rate of B ! X! decays expected below 1.9 GeV.

VI. RESULTS

The partial branching fractions "1="B#"d"=dE!# are
shown in Fig. 2 after all corrections. The inner error bars
show the statistical uncertainties. The outer error bars show
the quadratic sum of the statistical and systematic terms.

By integrating the spectrum, we obtain B"B ! Xs!# $
"3:66! 0:85stat ! 0:60syst# % 10&4. The results for the dif-
ferential decay rate and for the moments of the photon-
energy spectrum for various minimum photon energies Ecut
are given in Table I. The branching fraction for larger
values of Ecut and the correlations between the measure-
ments are given in Ref. [23]. Our results are in good
agreement with those presented in Refs. [1–4].

We also measure the isospin asymmetry #0&,

 #0& $ "" !B0 ! Xs;d!# & ""B& ! Xs;d!#
"" !B0 ! Xs;d!# ' ""B& ! Xs;d!#

; (3)

where inclusion of charge conjugate modes is implied. It
has been argued that enhanced power corrections to the
B ! Xs! rate could also lead to values of #0& as large as
'10% [24]. Therefore, experimental measurements of
#0& can help determine the size of these effects and hence
reduce the theoretical uncertainty on the total rate. To
obtain decay rates from the branching fractions we use
the B meson lifetimes: $"B0# $ 1:530! 0:008 ps and
$"B'# $ 1:638! 0:011 ps [25]. For photon energies
greater than 2.2 GeV, we obtain #0& $ &0:06! 0:15stat !
0:07syst.

The direct CP asymmetry ACP,

 ACP $ B"B ! Xs;d!# &B" !B ! Xs;d!#
B"B ! Xs;d!# 'B" !B ! Xs;d!#

1
1& 2!

; (4)

is measured by splitting the tag sample into B and !B
mesons. The dilution factor 1

1&2! accounts for the mistag
fraction !, here simply the time integrated B0 mixing
probability of %d $ 0:188! 0:003 [25] multiplied by the
fraction of B0 events in the total data sample. ACP can be
significantly enhanced by new physics [19] while in the
SM it is predicted to be around 10&9 [26,27]. We obtain a
value of ACP $ 0:10! 0:18stat ! 0:05syst for photon ener-
gies above 2.2 GeV.

For both #0& and ACP, a photon-energy cutoff of
2.2 GeV is chosen because it facilitates comparison with
previous results and minimizes the total uncertainty. Our
results are in good agreement with previous measurements
[3,4,28–30].

Finally, we use heavy-quark expansions in the kinetic
scheme [18] and our measurements of the E! moments to
determine the parameters mb and "2

#. We include the
theoretical uncertainties quoted in Ref. [18] in the overall
covariance matrix used in the fit. To minimize the theo-
retical uncertainty we only use moments with Ecut (
2:0 GeV and obtain mb $ 4:46'0:21

&0:23 GeV and "2
# $

0:64'0:39
&0:38 GeV2 with a correlation of & $ &0:94.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the B ! Xs! branching fraction and
moments of the photon-energy spectrum above several
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FIG. 2. The partial branching fractions "1="B#"d"=dE!# with
statistical (inner) and total (outer) uncertainties.
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• Why separately for B0
and B+

?

- ∆A(Kπ) puzzle is, after all, about the

difference btw B+
and B0

- a possible explanation is in the EWP

- so, it’s important to study B+/B0

difference in the EWP

• How to do it, inclusively?

- by full-recon. of the companion B
- unique at e+e− B-factories

B = (3.91 ± 0.91 ± 0.64)× 10
−4

∆0− = −0.06 ± 0.15 ± 0.07

ACP = 0.10 ± 0.18 ± 0.05

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Rare B and D decays (@ KIAS Phenomenology Workshop) Nov. 17, 2011 19



B → K(∗)�+�−

• first observed in 2002 (K�+�−)
and 2003 (K∗�+�−) both by Belle

• branching fractions are pretty
well measured

• 3-body decay ⇒ provide rich
observables (dB/dq2, FL,AFB, etc.)
to study structure in detail

• no signals observed for
CKM-suppressed B → Xd�

+�−

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Rare B and D decays (@ KIAS Phenomenology Workshop) Nov. 17, 2011 20



B → K∗µ+µ− CDF (6.8 fb−1)

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Rare B and D decays (@ KIAS Phenomenology Workshop) Nov. 17, 2011 21



B → K∗µ+µ−

• CDF also measured B(Λ0
b → Λµ+µ−) = (1.73 ± 0.42 ± 0.55)× 10−6

and dB/dq2 for B0
s → φµ+µ− & Λ0

b → Λµ+µ−
arXiv:1107.3753
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B → K∗µ+µ−

• also available: results from LHCb

⇒ See “Results from LHCb” by T. Nakada!

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Rare B and D decays (@ KIAS Phenomenology Workshop) Nov. 17, 2011 23



B+ → D−�+�+ not really a penguin, but still interesting

• ∆L = 2 process, sensitive to

Majorana-type ν

“0ν2β for B meson”

• expect B ∼ O(10
−7)

if ∃ a sterile Majorana ν with

m ∈ (2 − 4) GeV/c2

Cvetic et al., PRD 82, 053010 (2010)

• Belle search with full sample

(NBB = 772M)

PRD 84, 071106(R) (2011)

B(D−e+e+) < 2.6 × 10
−6

B(D−e+µ+) < 1.8 × 10
−6

B(D−µ+µ+) < 1.1 × 10
−6

◦ c.f. LHCb search (preliminary)

B(B+ → K−µ+µ+) < 4.3 × 10
−8

B(B+ → π−µ+µ+) < 4.5 × 10
−8

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Rare B and D decays (@ KIAS Phenomenology Workshop) Nov. 17, 2011 24



X(214) search not really a penguin, but still interesting

• Searching for X(214) → µ+µ−
,

originally claimed by HyperCP

collab. PRL 94, 021801 (2005)

• modes to search for

B0 → V0 X(214)
where V0 = K∗0, ρ0

• Not only X(214), but generic

search in (212, 300) MeV/c2
is

made

e.g. looking for GeV-scale dark

sector

PRL, 105, 091801 (2010)

data or MC corrections for charged particle identification,
respectively.

The signal efficiency is determined by applying the
same selection criteria to the signal MC sample as those
used for the data. The signal MC samples for a scalar
(vector) X particle are generated for X masses in the range
212 MeV=c2 ! MX ! 300 MeV=c2 using the P ! VS
(P ! VV) model in the EVTGEN generator [25] for a scalar
(vector) X particle. In the MC generation of the vector X
particle, we assume that the polarization of X is either fully
longitudinal or transverse. The absolute efficiency differ-
ences between longitudinal and transverse polarizations of

the X for both modes in the search range are less than 7%.
Since the efficiencies for a fully longitudinal polarized X
are lower than for a fully transversely polarized X, we
conservatively use the efficiencies for full longitudinal
polarization of the X for upper limit estimations. In the
HyperCP event search for a scalar (vector) X particle, the
efficiencies for B0

K"X and B0
!X decays are 23.6% (23.5%)

and 20.7% (20.7%), respectively. We also check the effi-
ciencies for different X lifetimes. The efficiencies are the
same for lifetimes below 10#12 s because the primary and
secondary vertices are indistinguishable. The efficiencies
for two different vertex fitting methods for the HyperCP
event search are compared. One method assumes that the
dimuon tracks from the X originate from the primary B0

decay vertex, while the other assumes that the dimuon
tracks from the X are from a secondary vertex. The differ-
ence in the efficiencies is about 1%.
To obtain the final upper limit, we use the backgrounds

determined from the fitting method. Since the efficiencies
for a scalar (vector) and a pseudoscalar (axial-vector) are
the same, the upper limits for the scalar (vector) and the
pseudoscalar (axial-vector) X searches are identical. From
the B0

K"X (B0
!X) sample, the upper limits for a scalar and

vector X particle in the HyperCP mass range are deter-
mined to be 2:26$1:73% & 10#8 and 2:27$1:73% & 10#8,
respectively. Table I summarizes the number of observed
events, the expected number of background events, the
efficiencies, the signal yields, and the upper limits at
90% C.L. in the interval 212 MeV=c2 ! MX !
300 MeV=c2.
The systematic uncertainties in the upper limits for the

decays B0
K"X and B0

!X in the HyperCP mass range are

summarized in Table II. The total systematic uncertainties
in the upper limits for both decay modes vary from 6% to
8% as the mass of X increases from 212 MeV=c2 to
300 MeV=c2. The dominant systematic uncertainties
come from tracking efficiency and muon identification.
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FIG. 2. Dimuon mass distribution for the B0
K"X (top) and B0

!X
(bottom) candidates in the signal regions for Mbc and !E. The
shaded region in the inset shows the HyperCP mass region.

TABLE I. Summary of the number of observed events (Nobs), estimated number of background events (Nbg), efficiencies ("), signal
yields (S90) and upper limits (U.L.) at 90% C.L. for the decays B0

K"X and B0
!X with the scalar (vector) X particle. The errors on Nbg are

statistical only.

M##

$MeV=c2%
B0 ! K"0X, K"0 ! K'$#, X ! #'## B0 ! !0X, !0 ! $'$#, X ! #'##

Nobs Nbg " S90 U:L:
$10#8%

Nobs Nbg " S90 U:L:
$10#8%

212.0 0 0:03'0:01
#0:01 (0:03'0:01

#0:01) 23.8 (23.7) 2.43 (2.43) 2.34 (2.34) 0 0:02'0:01
#0:01 (0:02'0:01

#0:01) 21.2 (21.1) 2.44 (2.44) 1.77 (1.78)

214.3 0 0:13'0:04
#0:03 (0:13'0:04

#0:03) 23.6 (23.5) 2.33 (2.33) 2.26 (2.27) 0 0:12'0:03
#0:02 (0:12'0:03

#0:02) 20.7 (20.7) 2.33 (2.33) 1.73 (1.73)

220.0 0 0:13'0:02
#0:02 (0:13'0:02

#0:02) 23.0 (22.9) 2.33 (2.33) 2.31 (2.33) 0 0:11'0:02
#0:01 (0:11'0:02

#0:01) 20.2 (20.1) 2.33 (2.33) 1.78 (1.78)

230.0 1 0:24'0:02
#0:02 (0:25'0:02

#0:02) 21.4 (21.4) 4.09 (4.12) 4.37 (4.40) 0 0:21'0:01
#0:01 (0:21'0:01

#0:01) 18.8 (18.9) 2.27 (2.27) 1.86 (1.85)

240.0 0 0:38'0:02
#0:02 (0:39'0:02

#0:02) 20.0 (20.0) 2.09 (2.09) 2.40 (2.39) 0 0:32'0:01
#0:01 (0:32'0:01

#0:01) 17.5 (17.5) 2.16 (2.16) 1.90 (1.90)

250.0 0 0:51'0:01
#0:01 (0:51'0:01

#0:01) 18.0 (18.4) 1.92 (1.94) 2.43 (2.41) 0 0:42'0:00
#0:00 (0:42'0:00

#0:00) 15.9 (16.3) 2.06 (2.06) 1.99 (1.94)

260.0 0 0:63'0:01
#0:01 (0:63'0:01

#0:01) 16.5 (17.2) 1.83 (1.83) 2.54 (2.43) 0 0:60'0:01
#0:00 (0:70'0:01

#0:00) 14.5 (15.2) 1.84 (1.80) 1.95 (1.82)

270.0 0 0:75'0:02
#0:02 (0:75'0:02

#0:02) 15.4 (16.4) 1.76 (1.76) 2.61 (2.45) 0 0:61'0:02
#0:01 (0:61'0:02

#0:01) 13.7 (14.4) 1.83 (1.83) 2.06 (1.96)

280.0 0 0:69'0:03
#0:03 (0:86'0:04

#0:04) 14.6 (15.8) 1.78 (1.69) 2.78 (2.45) 1 0:83'0:03
#0:03 (0:90'0:04

#0:03) 13.0 (13.9) 3.52 (3.45) 4.17 (3.83)

290.0 1 0:98'0:06
#0:06 (0:97'0:06

#0:06) 14.0 (15.5) 3.35 (3.37) 5.47 (4.99) 0 0:80'0:04
#0:04 (0:78'0:04

#0:04) 12.4 (13.6) 1.74 (1.74) 2.16 (1.97)

300.0 1 1:08'0:08
#0:08 (1:08'0:08

#0:08) 13.6 (15.1) 3.28 (3.28) 5.53 (4.97) 1 0:87'0:05
#0:05 (0:87'0:05

#0:05) 11.9 (13.3) 3.48 (3.48) 4.51 (4.01)

PRL 105, 091801 (2010) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

27 AUGUST 2010

091801-4

B(B0 → K∗0X,K∗0 → K+π−,X → µ+µ−) < 2.26 × 10
−8

B(B0 → ρ0X, ρ0 → π+π−,X → µ+µ−) < 1.73 × 10
−8

rules out some models for the sgoldstino interpretation of the HyperCP result
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vertical penguins

• highly suppressed (compared to EWP), because of

* b → d transition
* the two quarks must “find” each other ∼ O(f2

B/m2
B)

* B0 → γγ: extra O(αQED) suppression
* B0 → �+�−: helicity-suppressed

• ∴ observation of any signal with the current experimental
sensitivity ⇒ NP!
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B0 → γγ

• (SM) B ∼ 3 × 10
−8

Bosch & Buchalla, JHEP 0208:054

• Analysis procedure

* dominant background: γ’s from π0

and η decays

* signal extraction by 2D fit on

mES ⊗∆E

• Result

* Nsig = 20.8+12.8
−11.8 (1.8σ) corrected for fit bias

* B < 3.2 × 10
−7

(90% CL)

data are determined from the latest branching fractions
[11]. After scaling the yields of these modes to the lumi-
nosity of the on-resonance data, it is estimated that they
contribute a total of 1:18! 0:22 background events to the
signal region. This number is comparable to the expected
number of signal events predicted from the SM branching
fraction (" 4 events). The modes expected to contribute
significantly are B0 ! !0!0, B0 ! !0", B0 ! "", and
B0 ! !#. The mES distributions of these modes peak at
the same value as true signal events, while the !E distri-
butions peak at a value less than zero. This difference in
shape of the !E distributions between B0 ! ## decays
and these ‘‘peaking’’ background B decays is exploited by
adding a component that describes them to the maximum
likelihood function.

IV. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FIT

The signal yield is extracted using a two-dimensional
unbinned extended maximum likelihood (ML) fit in the
region mES > 5:2 GeV=c2 and #0:5 $ !E $ 0:5 GeV.
The likelihood function for a sample of N events with
signal, continuum, and peaking B "B background compo-
nents is given by

L % exp
!
#

X3

i%1

ni

"#YN

j%1

!X3

i%1

niP i& ~xj; ~$i'
"$

; (3)

where i in this equation is an index for the three compo-
nents in the fit and ni is the event yield for each. Since the
correlations between mES and !E are found to be small,
the signal and continuum background PDFs, P i, are each
defined as a product of one-dimensional PDFs in the
observables xj 2 fmES;!Eg, with parameters ~$i. A two-
dimensional histogram PDF is used for the peaking back-
ground component.

The signal PDF shapes for mES and !E are determined
from simulated B0 ! ## events. The mES distribution is
parameterized by a Crystal Ball function [13], and the !E
shape is parameterized by a double-sided modified
Gaussian with tail parameters given by Eq. (1). In the
ML fit, the signal PDF parameters are fixed to the MC-
determined values. All fixed signal parameters are later
varied to evaluate the systematic uncertainty that this
choice of parameterization has on the signal yield.

The continuum background mES distribution is parame-
terized by an ARGUS shape [16], while the !E distribu-
tion is fit with a first-order polynomial. The endpoint of the
ARGUS function is fixed to the kinematic limit for B
decays (5:29 GeV=c2), while all other parameters are al-
lowed to float. The PDF for the peaking background com-
ponent is parameterized using large samples of simulated
exclusive B decays in the form of a two-dimensional
histogram PDF in mES and !E. Both the shape and yield
of this component are fixed in the ML fit. The yield is fixed
to 3:13! 0:54 events, which is the predicted number in the

fit region determined from the exclusive MC studies. The
fixed peaking background PDF shape and yield are later
varied to evaluate the systematic uncertainty on the signal
yield.
The fit is validated on an ensemble of prototype data sets

whose signal and background content and shape are as
expected in the on-resonance data. For the signal content,
the data sets are populated with signal events assuming
branching fractions of &1; 5; 10' ( 10#8 corresponding to
signal yields of 1, 6, and 12 events, respectively. Two types
of data sets are constructed: one where both the signal and
background events are generated by randomly sampling
from their respective PDFs, and the other where the back-
ground events are generated from a random sampling of the
background PDF while the signal events are embedded
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FIG. 4 (color online). Projections of the ML fit onto mES and
!E. (a) The projection of the mES component when the range
of !E has been restricted to #0:30 $ !E $ 0:13 GeV. (b) The
!E projection of the fit when the range of mES has been
restricted to mES > 5:27 GeV=c2. The points represent the on-
resonance data. The solid curve represents the total PDF, the
dashed curve is the continuum background component, the dot-
dashed curve is the signal component, and the long-dashed curve
is the peaking background component. With an expected yield of
approximately one event, the peaking background component is
nearly indistinguishable from the x axis.
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B0

(s) → µ+µ−

• (SM) Buras et al., JHEP 1010:009

B(B0) = (1.0 ± 0.1)× 10
−10

B(B0
s ) = (3.2 ± 0.2)× 10

−9

• Many NP models predict

enhanced B � B(SM)

• CDF analysis (7 fb
−1

)

* µ in the central and

forward regions: CC & CF

* loose cut on Mµ+µ− , then

neural-net (νN)

* B+ → J/ψK+
as a

normalization mode
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B0
s → µ+µ−

arXiv:1107.2304 • consistency check (top 2 bins)

* p = 0.66% for bkgd.-only
* p = 4.3% for bkgd.+SM

• B(B0
s → µ+µ−) (all bins)

* obtained with modified
frequentist approach

* 4.6×10−9 < B < 3.9×10−8

First double-sided
90% CL region
B = (1.8+1.1

−0.9)× 10−8

* results cross-checked with
Bayesian approach

• D0 result: B(B0
s → µ+µ−) < 4.2 × 10−8 (90% CL) PLB 693, 539 (2010)

• CDF also obtained B(B0 → µ+µ−) < 5.0 × 10−9 (90% CL)
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B0

(s) → µ+µ−

• also available: results from LHCb, CMS, etc.

⇒ See “Results from LHCb” by T. Nakada!

Expectations and observation
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Barrel Endcap

Barrel Endcap

B0 → µ+µ− B0
s → µ+µ− B0 → µ+µ− B0

s → µ+µ−

Acceptance (24.62 ± 0.99) × 10−2 (24.72 ± 0.99) × 10−2 (22.61 ± 0.91) × 10−2 (23.14 ± 0.93) × 10−2

εanalysis (2.23 ± 0.19) × 10−2 (2.22 ± 0.19) × 10−2 (1.16 ± 0.10) × 10−2 (1.24 ± 0.11) × 10−2

εtot (0.36 ± 0.04) × 10−2 (0.36 ± 0.04) × 10−2 (0.21 ± 0.02) × 10−2 (0.21 ± 0.02) × 10−2

Nexp
signal 0.065 ± 0.011 0.80 ± 0.16 0.025 ± 0.004 0.36 ± 0.07

Nexp
bg 0.40 ± 0.23 0.60 ± 0.35 0.53 ± 0.27 0.80 ± 0.40

Nexp
peak 0.25 ± 0.06 0.07 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.04 0.04 ± 0.01

Nobs 0 2 1 1

• As expected

� based on sidebands

� studied with I < 0.7
→ no evidence for

anomalous signal

• Expected UL (median)

B0
s → µ+µ− : 1.8× 10−9

Urs Langenegger Search for B0
s(d) → µ+µ− with the CMS experiment (2011/07/22) 13
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0.75 < BDT < 1
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B0 → νν invisible vertical penguin
• strongly helicity-suppressed by O(m2

ν/m2
B)

10−7 < B(B0 → ν̄χ̃0
1) < 10−6

Phillip Urquijo  (Semi)Leptonic Decays at Belle, EPS2011

Leptonic B decays: B!!!
• SM strongly helicity suppressed by factor of order (mν/mB)2

Gregory Dubois-Felsmann – 5 August 2004Leptonic B Decays - BaBar preliminary 3

Leptonic B decays to !+ ", l+ l–, " "

• Leptonic decays of heavy-quark mesons provide a laboratory
– For testing straightfoward SM predictions:

– For searching for non-SM effects in highly suppressed processes. Some new-
physics loop diagrams (e.g., SUSY) can enhance these by orders of magnitude.
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Calculable in 
Lattice QCDIn SM: B(B+ + "+ "" )  ~ (9.3±3.9)!10-5 (PDG’04 Vub, fB)

(pred.) B(B+ + µ+ "µ ) ~ (4.2±1.8)!10-7
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Chapter 1

Signal Event Selection and
Reconstruction

1.1 Introduction

The products of invisible B0 decays are particles neither charged nor

detected by an electromagnetic calorimeter. Therefore the products can be

neutrinos or some hypothetical particles(such as neutralino, �χ0
1).

According to the Standard Model, the B0 → νν, which would give such

an invisible experimental signature, is strongly helicity-suppressed by a factor

of order (mν/mB0)2[1].

The branching fraction for B0 → νν is given by Buchalla and Buras(1993)

B(B0 → νν) =τB0
G2

F

π

�
α

4π sin2ΘW

�2

F 2
B0m2

νmB0

×
�

1− 4m2
ν/m

2
B0 |V ∗

tbVtd|2Y 2(xt),

(1.1)

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant and τB0 is the life time of B0.

The Feynman diagrams for the B0 → νν decay in the Standard Model are

shown in Fig. 1.1.

1

•Any signal is a sign of New physics

•Several New Physics models predict 
significant BRs for invisible decay of B0

•e.g. R-parity violating models:

G. Buchalla, A.J. Buras, Nucl. Phys. 
B 400,225(1993)

NuTeV Collab., T. Adams et al., PRD 65, 015001
A. Dedes, H. Dreiner, and P. Richardson, PRL 87 41801
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Figure 1.2: Feynman diagrams for B0 → ν̄χ̃0
1 decay in the R-parity violation

model.

used for this analysis is b20090127 0910. We use Evt-gen to generate signal

MC events, and we generated 2.624 million BB pair. The signal MC events

are distributed into several groups from Exp.7 to Exp.55 according to the

proportion of these experiments in the data sample and simulated with cor-

responding experiment condition. For the background study, we use all the

official MC(10 streams for GenericB, 6 streams for continuum MC and 50

times of RareB MC), and Tau pair MC with 5 times data set.

3

R-parity violating SUSY

SM

10−7 < B(B0 → ν̄χ̃0
1) < 10−6
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• Leptonic decays of heavy-quark mesons provide a laboratory
– For testing straightfoward SM predictions:

– For searching for non-SM effects in highly suppressed processes. Some new-
physics loop diagrams (e.g., SUSY) can enhance these by orders of magnitude.
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used for this analysis is b20090127 0910. We use Evt-gen to generate signal

MC events, and we generated 2.624 million BB pair. The signal MC events

are distributed into several groups from Exp.7 to Exp.55 according to the

proportion of these experiments in the data sample and simulated with cor-

responding experiment condition. For the background study, we use all the

official MC(10 streams for GenericB, 6 streams for continuum MC and 50

times of RareB MC), and Tau pair MC with 5 times data set.

3

R-parity violating SUSY

SM

• NP models predict significant branching fractions, e.g.
10−7 < B(B0

→ νχ̃0
1) < 10−6

• with Full-recon tagging, Belle searched for B0
→ νν by 2D-fitting to (EECL, cos θB)

B(B0
→ νν) < 1.3 × 10−4 (90% CL) c.f. (BaBar) B < 2.2 × 10−4, PRL 93, 091802 (2004)
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B → Kνν semi-invisible penguin

• (SM) B(B → Kνν) = (4.5 ± 0.7)× 10
−6

(ABSW) JHEP 0904:022 (2009)

or, (3.8+1.2
−0.6)× 10

−6
(BHI) PRD 63, 014015 (2000)

• many NP models (e.g. unparticle, SUSY at large tan β, models with scalar WIMP, etc.) predict

B ∼ O(10)× BSM

• BaBar’s new search in two q2
bins (p∗

K ≷ 1.5 GeV/c) with semileptonic tagging

high-q2
region is more sensitive to NP

B(K+) < 1.3 × 10
−5

, B(K0

S) < 5.6 × 10
−5

(90% CL)

• For many other modes, ∃ upper limits from Belle & BaBar using

full-reconstruction tagging PRL 99, 221802 (2007), PRD 78, 072007 (2008)
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B+ → �+ν� a different kind of rare B
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B
+ → �+ν�

Γ(B+ → �+ν�) =
G

2
F
mBm

2
�

8π

�
1 −

m
2
�

m
2
B

�2

f
2
B
|Vub|2

• very clean place to measure fB (or Vub?)
and/or search for new physics (e.g. H

+, LQ)
• but, helicity-suppressed:

Γ(B+ → e
+νe) � Γ(B+ → µ+νµ) � Γ(B+ → τ+ντ )

• First evidence for B
+ → τ+ντ by Belle PRL 97, 251802 (2006)

using hadronic tagging (“Full reconstruction”)
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Tagging methods (for B+ → τ+ντ and others)

! !

!"#$!" #

"!!## " $## "

"!%#" %%## " $%#

!%&$

%&'()*+, -&.

/!0&1'% " 0&1'(%)2222
( ) #234

5!6+7!8-)*+, -&.

/!0
&1 '
7# 9

'()*%+,)-.*"%,/-%#.*+#*+!!" #

:!;<+(!=*)=8&(-+,7!
&*'=*)=!*!(.>=7!?-
&?-!(=(!6)@+*.=/-&.

&*'=@+5+A7!=8&(-+,7!5=)?=/5+.

&B#=4=)?=&77=" '!,&>5'

slide from K. Trabelsi @ ICHEP 2010
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B+ → τ+ντ some recent results

• tagged by B+ → D(∗)
�+ν�

- statistically independent from hadronic tagging
analysis

• signal side
- Use 1-prong τ− modes: �−ν̄ν, π−ν
- EECL to extract Nsig

• Significance: 3.6σ incl. syst. err.

B(B+ → τ+ντ ) = (1.54+0.38
−0.37

+0.29
−0.31)× 10−4

fB|Vub| = (9.3+1.2
−1.1 ± 0.9)× 10−4 GeV

! !

!!"#! $ "#$%&'$

!"##" $!! ! %%&&'' ( %)'

()*+,-./ 0)1 %''2 3' %%452&&4'2
!&467

&&46%
!&4'7' 846 9:;25< =6%>&= %=&&7'

?"@.#"A4 0)1 %765 3' %%46'&&485
!&48>

&&48%
!&4=2' 847 )+B.C D%&&74'=&%

!)!)+

()*+,-./ 0)1 %'7> 3' %%4>&&&46'
!&465*&4=7' 847 A+"#.@.-)+E

?"@.#"A4 0)1 %'62 3' %%45*&4>*&4=' =48 9:F>%< &6%%&% %=&%&'

"

%G)*+,-./ 0)1'

%H"@.#"A4 0)1'

I)/J1+,K-*I)/J1+,K-*

+

+

LM0+) /)#,+.@"0"+ "-"+1E D LLN;,"M0+) %O"P '

H"" F" $)+*, OK1#."@,
)-* Q)/"J ?0EAK#) RH 0)#JH

• BaBar hadronic tagging preliminary (2010)

B(B+ → τ+ντ ) = (1.80+0.57
−0.54 ± 0.26)× 10−4 (3.6σ)
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for LP2011

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

B+ → τ+ν summary

B(B+ → τ+ν)
�
10−4

�

{{SL tag

{{had. tag

!"#

D ! !! 
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B → D(∗)
τ+ντ

• Not so rare, but addresses similar NP issues with B+ → τ+ντ
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Rare D decays
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Rare D decays

• D meson is the only place to study FCNC and related couplings in the
up-type quarks
(SM) FCNC is more highly suppressed than in B. But long distance effects are large.

• In this talk, we will focus on:

* D+
(s) → �+ν� and fDs

* D0 → �+�−

* D → X �±�−
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D+
s → �+ν�

• a clean probe for fDs

• ∃ � 2σ tension between exp. avg. and the most precise L-QCD result HPQCD/UKQCD,

PRL 100, 062002 (2008)

BaBar update (2010)

• Search for D−
s → �−ν in the

DKX D∗−
s (→ D−

s γ) final state in the

e+e− → c̄c process

• Select candidates with mr(DKXγ)

• Look for �+ν (� = e, µ) signals with

m2
r (DKXγ�) and τ+ν signals with

EECL

B(e+ν) < 2.3 × 10
−4

(90% CL)

B(µ+ν) = (6.02± 0.38± 0.34)× 10
−3

B(τ+ν) = (5.00±0.35±0.49)×10
−2

averaging over the modes, fDs = (258.6 ± 6.4 ± 7.5) MeV

test of lepton universality: B(τ+ν)/B(µ+ν) = 8.27 ± 0.77 ± 0.85, consistent with 9.76 (SM)
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D+
s → �+ν�
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D0 → �+�−

• (SM) highly suppressed
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We search for the flavor-changing neutral current decays D0 ! !!!" and D0 ! e!e", and for the

lepton-flavor violating decays D0 ! e#!$ using 660 fb"1 of data collected with the Belle detector at the

KEKB asymmetric-energy e!e" collider. We find no evidence for any of these decays. We obtain

significantly improved upper limits on the branching fractions: B%D0 ! !!!"&< 1:4' 10"7, B%D0 !
e!e"&< 7:9' 10"8, and B%D0 ! e!!"& !B%D0 ! !!e"&< 2:6' 10"7 at 90% confidence level.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.81.091102 PACS numbers: 13.20.Fc, 11.30.Hv, 12.15.Mm, 12.60."i

The flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) decays
D0 ! e!e" and D0 ! !!!" [1] are highly suppressed
in the standard model (SM) by the Glashow-Iliopoulos-
Maiani mechanism [2]. With the inclusion of long distance
contributions the branching fractions can reach values of
around 10"13 [3]. The SM short distance Feynman dia-
grams for theD0 ! !!!" decay are shown in Fig. 1. The
lepton-flavor violating (LFV) decays D0 ! e#!$ are for-
bidden in the SM, but are possible in extensions of the SM
with nondegenerate neutrinos and nonzero neutrino mix-
ings and are expected to be of the order of 10"14 [3] in
these scenarios. All these predictions are orders of magni-
tude below the current experimental sensitivity.

In certain new physics (NP) scenarios, FCNC branching
fractions can be enhanced by many orders of magnitude.
For example, R-parity violating supersymmetry can in-
crease the branching fractions of D0 ! e!e" and D0 !
!!!" up to 10"12 and 10"8, respectively [4]. The
latter prediction is close to the current experimental sensi-
tivity. As another example, so far unobserved leptoquarks
were suggested as a possible explanation of the small
discrepancy between the measured value of the Ds meson
decay constant and the prediction of lattice QCD [5].
Leptoquarks could also enhance the D0 ! ‘!‘" branch-
ing fraction. In order to explain the measured D!

s ! !!"
width by a leptoquark contribution, and comply with other
constraints arising from charm meson decays, B%D0 !
!!!"& should be enhanced to 8' 10"7 [6]. The above
examples demonstrate the importance of FCNC and LFV
decays searches in the exploration of possible NP contri-
butions. It should be noted that charm FCNC and LFV
decays probe the couplings of the up-quark sector in con-
trast to B or K meson decays.

In this paper, we report on a search for the decays D0 !
!!!", D0 ! e!e", and D0 ! e#!$ using 660 fb"1 of
data recorded in e!e" collisions at the center-of-mass
(CM) energy of the !%4S& resonance and 60 MeV below
by the Belle detector at the KEKB collider.

The Belle detector, which is described in detail else-
where [7], is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer
that consists of a silicon vertex detector (SVD) [8], a 50-
layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aerogel
threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-like ar-
rangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters (TOF),
and an electromagnetic calorimeter composed of CsI(Tl)
crystals (ECL) located inside a superconducting solenoid
coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux return
located outside the coil is instrumented to detect K0

L me-
sons and to identify muons (KLM). Two inner detector
configurations were used. A beam pipe with a radius of
2.0 cm and a 3-layer silicon vertex detector were used for
the first sample of 155 fb"1, while a 1.5 cm beam pipe, a 4-
layer silicon detector, and a small-cell inner drift chamber
were used to record the remaining data sample.
In this measurement only D0 mesons coming from

c-quark production in the continuum e!e" ! c "c process
are considered. The inclusion ofD0 mesons from B decays
would result in a higher combinatorial background. We
normalize the sensitivity of our search to topologically
similar D0 ! #!#" decays; this cancels various system-
atic uncertainties. TheD0 ! ‘!‘" (‘ ( e or!) branching
fraction is determined by

B %D0 ! ‘!‘"& ( N‘‘f; (1)

where N‘‘ is the number of reconstructed D0 ! ‘!‘"

FIG. 1. The SM short distance Feynman diagrams for the
D0 ! !!!" decay.

M. PETRIČ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 81, 091102(R) (2010)
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* B(short distance) ∼ 10−18

* B(long distance) ∼ 10−13

* NP models (e.g. /R-SUSY) may enhance the
branching fraction up to O(10−8)

• Belle (2010) with 660 fb−1

D0 → µ+µ− D0 → e+e− D0 → e±µ∓

Nbkg 3.1 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.2
N 2 0 3
���[%] 7.02 ± 0.34 5.27 ± 0.32 6.24 ± 0.27
UL [10−7] 1.4 0.79 2.6

since their invariant mass distribution peaks about 2 stan-
dard deviations below the D0 mass; for the ee and e!
modes an asymmetric requirement accounts for the low
mass tail due to electron bremsstrahlung. The requirement
on the maximal allowed missing energy in the event is
chosen to suppress background from semileptonic B de-
cays; these events have larger missing energy due to un-
detected neutrinos. We found a broad maximum in F for
the lepton identification probability, hence we repeated the
procedure at fixed lepton identification criteria, optimizing
only the size of the signal region and the maximal allowed
missing energy in an event. The results are summarized in
Table I.

To estimate the number of combinatorial background
events in the signal region, the sideband region j!qj>
1 MeV is used. This region is chosen to reduce the statis-
tical error and to exclude possible signal events and mis-
identification from D0 ! "!"" decays. The comparison
of data and MC simulation shows good agreement in the
combinatorial background distribution in this region. The
distribution is parametrized as f#M;q$ % A#1" BM$ !!!

q
p

,
where the parameters A and B are determined from a fit to
the generic MC sample. The number of combinatorial
background events in the signal region is calculated as
Ncomb

bkg % p& Nside, where Nside is the number of events

found in the sideband region and p is the expected ratio of
events in the signal and sideband region determined by
integration of f#M;q$.

The peaking background in the signal region due to
misidentification of D0 ! "!"" decays is estimated
from the reconstructed D0 ! "!"" decays found in
data by replacing the pion mass with the lepton mass and
by weighting each event by

w % u#p1; cos#1$u#p2; cos#2$
v#p1; cos#1$v#p2; cos#2$

; (3)

where p1;2 and #1;2 are the momenta and polar angles of the
outgoing pions and where u and v are the pion-lepton
misidentification probability and pion identification effi-
ciency, respectively. The misidentification probabilities
and efficiencies are measured in data using D'! !
D0"!

s ,D
0 ! K""! decays, binned in particle momentum

p and cosine of polar angle.
The estimates for the number of background events in

the signal region are summarized in Table II. The misiden-
tification of D0 ! "!"" contributes significantly only to

the D0 ! !!!" decay channel (1.8 events). The uncer-
tainties in the background estimates listed in Table II in-
clude the statistical error on the number of sideband region
events and the uncertainties in the combinatorial back-
ground parametrization, while the uncertainty in the peak-
ing background estimation is negligible.
The invariant mass distributions after applying the opti-

mized event selection criteria are shown in Fig. 2. In the
signal region we find two candidates in the D0 ! !!!",
zero candidates in theD0 ! e!e", and three candidates in

TABLE I. Optimal selection criteria. The requirements on M
are asymmetric and are given as lower and upper bounds on !M.

Mode !M [MeV=c2] !q [MeV] Emiss [GeV]

!!!" #"8; 19$ (0:48 1.4
e!e" #"27; 14$ (0:40 1.0
e(!) #"13; 15$ (0:46 1.0

TABLE II. Summary of the number of expected background
events (Nbkg), number of observed events (N) in the signal

region, the reconstruction efficiencies ($‘‘ and $"") of the D
0 !

‘!‘" and D0 ! "!"" decays, the factors f, and the branching
fraction upper limits at the 90% confidence level.

D0 ! !!!" D0 ! e!e" D0 ! e(!)

Nbkg 3:1( 0:1 1:7( 0:2 2:6( 0:2
N 2 0 3
$‘‘*%+ 7:02( 0:34 5:27( 0:32 6:24( 0:27
$""*%+ 12:42( 0:10 10:74( 0:09 11:22( 0:09
f*10"8+ 4:84#1( 5:3%$ 6:47#1( 6:4%$ 5:48#1( 4:8%$
UL [10"7] 1.4 0.79 2.6
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FIG. 2. The dilepton invariant mass distributions for
(a) D0 ! !!!", (b) D0 ! e!e", and (c) D0 ! e(!). The
dashed vertical lines indicate the optimized signal window.
Superimposed on the data (open histograms) are the estimated
distribution for combinatorial background (filled histogram), the
misidentification of D0 ! "!"" (cross-hatched histogram),
and the signal if the branching fractions were equal to the
90% confidence level upper limit (single hatched histogram).

M. PETRIČ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 81, 091102(R) (2010)
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PRD 82, 071101(R) (2010)
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D → X �+�−

• Radiative D decays such as D → ργ,

in contrast to B → K∗γ, are not very

useful for NP search.

∵ large long-distance effects

• In D → X �+�−, long-distance effects

may be avoided in certain regions of

M(�+�−).

• D+ → π+µ+µ−
by D0

Using the efficiency ratio, production fractions, and the
D!

s ! !"! and ! ! #!#" branching fractions gives
B#D! ! !"! ! #!#""!$ % !1:8& 0:5#stat$ &
0:6#syst$"' 10"6, which is consistent with the expected
value of #1:86& 0:26$ ' 10"6 given by the product of the
D! ! !"! and ! ! #!#" branching fractions and
other recent measurements [7,8]. The systematic uncer-
tainty is overwhelmingly dominated by the uncertainty in
the D!

s ! !"! branching fraction that enters both the
normalization and fsc!D.

We now turn to the search for the continuum decay
of D! ! "!#!#" mediated by FCNC interactions. We
study the dimuon invariant mass region below 1:8 GeV=c2,
excluding 0:96<m##!#"$< 1:08 GeV=c2. Back-
grounds are further reduced by requiring SD > 9:4, S" >
1:8, !D < 7 mrad, $2

vtx < 2:6 (for 3 DOF), and "R" <
2:6. We also require the pion transverse momentum pT#"$
be greater than 0:4 GeV=c and the isolation, defined as
ID % p#D$=P pcone, where the sum is over tracks in a
cone centered on the D meson of radius "R % 1 be greater
than 0.7. The final requirements are chosen using a random
grid search [16] optimized using the Punzi [17] criteria to
give the optimal 90% C.L. upper limit.

The final "!#!#" invariant mass distribution in data is
shown in Fig. 3. The D! signal region contains 19 events.
The combinatorial background in the signal region is esti-
mated by performing sideband extrapolations to be 25:8&
4:6 events. The uncertainty reflects the range in the back-
ground estimation from variation in the background shape
across the "!#!#" mass spectrum. The probability of the
background fluctuating to fewer events than observed,

including the systematic uncertainty on the background
prediction, is 14%.

We normalize the results to the D! ! !"! !
#!#""! signal instead of the larger D!

s signal to avoid
the uncertainties associated with the D! and D!

s produc-
tion fractions. We use the product of the known D! !
!"! and ! ! #!#" branching fractions [5]. The signal
efficiency ratio between the D! ! "!#!#" channel in
the final sample and the D! ! !"! ! #!#""! chan-
nel in the preselection samples is determined from MC
calculations to be #5:4& 0:8$%. The inputs to the limit
calculation are summarized in Table I. The systematic
uncertainty is dominated by the modeling of the vertex
resolution particularly in the $2

vtx requirement. The system-
atic uncertainty from the vertex resolution is determined by
varying the resolution in MC calculations by &20% and
recomputing the efficiency ratio. The range is taken from
studies of the resolution in several b hadron lifetime and
mixing parameter measurements [18]. Using this, we find

 

B#D! ! "!#!#"$
B#D! ! !"!$ 'B#! ! #!#"$ < 2:09; 90%C:L:

The limit is determined using a Bayesian technique [19].
Using the central value of D! ! !"! and ! ! #!#"

branching fractions gives

 B #D! ! "!#!#"$< 3:9' 10"6; 90%C:L:

This is approximately 30% below the limit one would
expect to set given an expected background of 25:8& 4:6
events. The single event sensitivity, given by the branching
fraction one would derive based on one observed signal
candidate, is 3:0' 10"7.

In conclusion, we have performed a detailed study of D!

and D!
s decays to the "!#!#" final state. We clearly

observe the D!
s ! !"! intermediate state and see evi-

dence for the D! ! !"! intermediate state. The branch-
ing fraction for the D! ! !"! ! "!#!#" final state is
consistent with the product of D! ! !"! and ! !
#!#" branching fractions. We have performed a search
for the continuum decay of D! ! "!#!#" by excluding
the region of the dimuon invariant mass spectrum around
the !. We see no evidence of signal above background and
set a limit of B#D! ! "!#!#"$< 3:9' 10"6 at the
90% C.L. This is the most stringent limit to date in a decay

m(!+µ+µ") (GeV/c2)
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FIG. 3 (color online). Final "!#!#" invariant mass spec-
trum. The &2% D! signal region, within the dashed lines,
contains 19 events. The background level determined from the
sidebands is 25:8& 4:6 events.

TABLE I. Inputs to the B#D! ! "!#!#"$ upper limit cal-
culation and resulting upper limit at the 90% and 95% C.L.

D! ! "!#!#" yield 19 events

Background expectation 25:8& 4:6 events
D! ! !"! ! "!#!#" Yield 115& 31 events
Relative efficiency 0:054& 0:008
B#D! ! !"! ! #!#""!$ 1:86' 10"5

B#D! ! "!#!#"$ 90% (95%) C.L. <3:9#6:1$ ' 10"6

PRL 100, 101801 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
14 MARCH 2008

101801-6

B < 3.9 × 10
−6

(90% CL)

• D(s) → h±e+e− by CLEO

results ⇒ next slide
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D → h±e∓e+

• CLEO’s search for D → h±e∓e+ PRD 82, 092007 (2010)

Channel Nexp Nobs C(Nobs|Nexp) B
D+ → π+e+e− 5.7 9 9.3 < 5.9 × 10

−6

D+ → π−e+e+ 1.3 0 2.3 < 1.1 × 10
−6

D+ → K+e+e− 4.9 2 3.2 < 3.0 × 10
−6

D+ → K−e+e+ 1.2 3 5.8 < 3.5 × 10
−6

D+ → π+φ(e+e−) 0.3 4 (1.7+1.4
−0.9 ± 0.1)× 10

−6

7.9 < 3.7 × 10
−6

D+
s → π+e+e− 6.7 6 5.6 < 2.2 × 10

−5

D+
s → π−e+e+ 2.2 4 6.2 < 1.8 × 10

−5

D+
s → K+e+e− 3.0 7 9.3 < 5.2 × 10

−5

D+
s → K−e+e+ 4.1 4 5.0 < 1.7 × 10

−5

D+
s → π+φ(e+e−) 0.7 3 (0.6+0.8

−0.4 ± 0.1)× 10
−5

6.2 < 1.8 × 10
−5
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D → h±�∓�+
1107.4465

9

TABLE I: Branching fractions for the charm decays used for
normalization [16].

Decay mode Branching Fraction

D+
! !+"KK (2.72±0.13) " 10!3

D+
s ! !+"KK (2.32±0.14) " 10!2

#+
c ! pK!!+ (5.0±1.3) " 10!2

the signal peak for this background yield to be deter-
mined by the likelihood fit to data, without reliance on
MC predictions of this yield.

V. BRANCHING RATIO NORMALIZATION

The measured signal yields are converted into branch-
ing ratios by normalizing them to the yields of known
charm decays. We choose normalization modes with
kinematics similar to the kinematics of the signal decays
so that most systematic e!ects not related to particle
identification cancel in the branching ratio. For the D+

and D+
s mesons, we use decays to !+" as normalization

modes, where the " decays to K+K!. For the #+
c , we

use #+
c ! pK!!+ as the normalization mode. The mea-

sured branching fractions for these modes are listed in
Table I. We use the abbreviation D+

(s) ! !+"KK to

denote D+
(s) ! !+"," ! K+K! decays.

A. Event Selection

The same selection criteria are applied for the normal-
ization modes as the signal modes, except for the lep-
ton identification and likelihood ratio requirements. In-
stead, each daughter candidate in the D+

(s) ! !+"KK

and #+
c ! pK!!+ decay modes is required to be consis-

tent with the kaon, pion, or proton hypothesis, as appro-
priate. For the D+

(s) ! !+"KK decay modes, we further
require the invariant mass of the kaon pair to lie within
15MeV/c2 of the world-average " mass [16].

B. Fit Results

For the normalization modes, radiative e!ects are neg-
ligible and we use the sum of two Gaussian distributions
with a common mean to describe each of the D+, D+

s ,
and #+

c signal invariant-mass distributions. All signal pa-
rameters are free in the fits to the normalization modes
in data. The combinatorial background is described by
a second-order polynomial. The invariant-mass distribu-
tions for the normalization decay modes and the corre-
sponding fit results are shown in Fig. 3. The fitted signal
yields are listed in Table II, where we also list the e"-
ciencies estimated from signal MC.

TABLE II: Fitted signal yields for the normalization modes
and signal e!ciencies estimated from MC simulations. Only
statistical uncertainties are quoted.

Decay mode Nsig E!ciency

D+
! !+"KK 106 800± 500 (15.44 ± 0.07)%

D+
s ! !+"KK 338 900± 900 (15.29 ± 0.07)%

#+
c ! pK!!+ 488 700 ± 2 100 (11.99 ± 0.04)%

The D+
(s) ! !+"KK samples include a small compo-

nent of non-resonant or S-wave D+
(s) decays, while the

branching fractions in Table I are extracted from de-
cay amplitude analyses of Dalitz plot distributions for
D+

(s) ! !+K+K! decays and therefore correspond only
to the resonant component. This component is estimated
in our MC and data samples by projecting out the P-wave
component by weighting each event with a factor that in-
cludes the reciprocal of its reconstruction e"ciency and
a normalized L=2 Legendre polynomial function of the
K+K! helicity angle. The fractions of D+ and D+

s de-
cays found to proceed through a P-wave are 94% and
93%, respectively, and are used to correct the fit yields.
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass distribution for a) !+"K+K! and b)
pK! candidates. The solid lines are the results of fits to
double-Gaussian distributions for signals and a second-order
polynomial for the background (dashed line).

VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Most systematic e!ects are expected to cancel in the
branching ratio since they a!ect both the signal and nor-
malization modes. Therefore, the main systematic un-
certainties arise from di!erences in selection, acceptance,
and decay kinematics. Table III gives a summary of all
systematic uncertainties related to the branching ratio
calculation. An additional systematic uncertainty is as-
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TABLE I: Branching fractions for the charm decays used for
normalization [16].

Decay mode Branching Fraction

D+
! !+"KK (2.72±0.13) " 10!3

D+
s ! !+"KK (2.32±0.14) " 10!2

#+
c ! pK!!+ (5.0±1.3) " 10!2

the signal peak for this background yield to be deter-
mined by the likelihood fit to data, without reliance on
MC predictions of this yield.

V. BRANCHING RATIO NORMALIZATION

The measured signal yields are converted into branch-
ing ratios by normalizing them to the yields of known
charm decays. We choose normalization modes with
kinematics similar to the kinematics of the signal decays
so that most systematic e!ects not related to particle
identification cancel in the branching ratio. For the D+

and D+
s mesons, we use decays to !+" as normalization

modes, where the " decays to K+K!. For the #+
c , we

use #+
c ! pK!!+ as the normalization mode. The mea-

sured branching fractions for these modes are listed in
Table I. We use the abbreviation D+

(s) ! !+"KK to

denote D+
(s) ! !+"," ! K+K! decays.

A. Event Selection

The same selection criteria are applied for the normal-
ization modes as the signal modes, except for the lep-
ton identification and likelihood ratio requirements. In-
stead, each daughter candidate in the D+

(s) ! !+"KK

and #+
c ! pK!!+ decay modes is required to be consis-

tent with the kaon, pion, or proton hypothesis, as appro-
priate. For the D+

(s) ! !+"KK decay modes, we further
require the invariant mass of the kaon pair to lie within
15MeV/c2 of the world-average " mass [16].

B. Fit Results

For the normalization modes, radiative e!ects are neg-
ligible and we use the sum of two Gaussian distributions
with a common mean to describe each of the D+, D+

s ,
and #+

c signal invariant-mass distributions. All signal pa-
rameters are free in the fits to the normalization modes
in data. The combinatorial background is described by
a second-order polynomial. The invariant-mass distribu-
tions for the normalization decay modes and the corre-
sponding fit results are shown in Fig. 3. The fitted signal
yields are listed in Table II, where we also list the e"-
ciencies estimated from signal MC.

TABLE II: Fitted signal yields for the normalization modes
and signal e!ciencies estimated from MC simulations. Only
statistical uncertainties are quoted.

Decay mode Nsig E!ciency

D+
! !+"KK 106 800± 500 (15.44 ± 0.07)%

D+
s ! !+"KK 338 900± 900 (15.29 ± 0.07)%

#+
c ! pK!!+ 488 700 ± 2 100 (11.99 ± 0.04)%

The D+
(s) ! !+"KK samples include a small compo-

nent of non-resonant or S-wave D+
(s) decays, while the

branching fractions in Table I are extracted from de-
cay amplitude analyses of Dalitz plot distributions for
D+

(s) ! !+K+K! decays and therefore correspond only
to the resonant component. This component is estimated
in our MC and data samples by projecting out the P-wave
component by weighting each event with a factor that in-
cludes the reciprocal of its reconstruction e"ciency and
a normalized L=2 Legendre polynomial function of the
K+K! helicity angle. The fractions of D+ and D+

s de-
cays found to proceed through a P-wave are 94% and
93%, respectively, and are used to correct the fit yields.
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass distribution for a) !+"K+K! and b)
pK! candidates. The solid lines are the results of fits to
double-Gaussian distributions for signals and a second-order
polynomial for the background (dashed line).

VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Most systematic e!ects are expected to cancel in the
branching ratio since they a!ect both the signal and nor-
malization modes. Therefore, the main systematic un-
certainties arise from di!erences in selection, acceptance,
and decay kinematics. Table III gives a summary of all
systematic uncertainties related to the branching ratio
calculation. An additional systematic uncertainty is as-
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TABLE I: Branching fractions for the charm decays used for
normalization [16].

Decay mode Branching Fraction

D+
! !+"KK (2.72±0.13) " 10!3

D+
s ! !+"KK (2.32±0.14) " 10!2

#+
c ! pK!!+ (5.0±1.3) " 10!2

the signal peak for this background yield to be deter-
mined by the likelihood fit to data, without reliance on
MC predictions of this yield.

V. BRANCHING RATIO NORMALIZATION

The measured signal yields are converted into branch-
ing ratios by normalizing them to the yields of known
charm decays. We choose normalization modes with
kinematics similar to the kinematics of the signal decays
so that most systematic e!ects not related to particle
identification cancel in the branching ratio. For the D+

and D+
s mesons, we use decays to !+" as normalization

modes, where the " decays to K+K!. For the #+
c , we

use #+
c ! pK!!+ as the normalization mode. The mea-

sured branching fractions for these modes are listed in
Table I. We use the abbreviation D+

(s) ! !+"KK to

denote D+
(s) ! !+"," ! K+K! decays.

A. Event Selection

The same selection criteria are applied for the normal-
ization modes as the signal modes, except for the lep-
ton identification and likelihood ratio requirements. In-
stead, each daughter candidate in the D+

(s) ! !+"KK

and #+
c ! pK!!+ decay modes is required to be consis-

tent with the kaon, pion, or proton hypothesis, as appro-
priate. For the D+

(s) ! !+"KK decay modes, we further
require the invariant mass of the kaon pair to lie within
15MeV/c2 of the world-average " mass [16].

B. Fit Results

For the normalization modes, radiative e!ects are neg-
ligible and we use the sum of two Gaussian distributions
with a common mean to describe each of the D+, D+

s ,
and #+

c signal invariant-mass distributions. All signal pa-
rameters are free in the fits to the normalization modes
in data. The combinatorial background is described by
a second-order polynomial. The invariant-mass distribu-
tions for the normalization decay modes and the corre-
sponding fit results are shown in Fig. 3. The fitted signal
yields are listed in Table II, where we also list the e"-
ciencies estimated from signal MC.

TABLE II: Fitted signal yields for the normalization modes
and signal e!ciencies estimated from MC simulations. Only
statistical uncertainties are quoted.

Decay mode Nsig E!ciency

D+
! !+"KK 106 800± 500 (15.44 ± 0.07)%

D+
s ! !+"KK 338 900± 900 (15.29 ± 0.07)%

#+
c ! pK!!+ 488 700 ± 2 100 (11.99 ± 0.04)%

The D+
(s) ! !+"KK samples include a small compo-

nent of non-resonant or S-wave D+
(s) decays, while the

branching fractions in Table I are extracted from de-
cay amplitude analyses of Dalitz plot distributions for
D+

(s) ! !+K+K! decays and therefore correspond only
to the resonant component. This component is estimated
in our MC and data samples by projecting out the P-wave
component by weighting each event with a factor that in-
cludes the reciprocal of its reconstruction e"ciency and
a normalized L=2 Legendre polynomial function of the
K+K! helicity angle. The fractions of D+ and D+

s de-
cays found to proceed through a P-wave are 94% and
93%, respectively, and are used to correct the fit yields.
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass distribution for a) !+"K+K! and b)
pK! candidates. The solid lines are the results of fits to
double-Gaussian distributions for signals and a second-order
polynomial for the background (dashed line).

VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Most systematic e!ects are expected to cancel in the
branching ratio since they a!ect both the signal and nor-
malization modes. Therefore, the main systematic un-
certainties arise from di!erences in selection, acceptance,
and decay kinematics. Table III gives a summary of all
systematic uncertainties related to the branching ratio
calculation. An additional systematic uncertainty is as-
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s ! !+"+"(!)" (bottom) candidates. The solid lines are
the results of the fits. The background components for the dimuon modes in which muon candidates arise from misidentified
hadrons are shown as dashed curves.
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responds to limits on the branching fractions between
1! 10!6 and 44! 10!6. These limits are calculated un-
der the assumption of three-body phase-space decays; the
e!ciency varies by up to 25% as a function of dilepton
invariant mass. For 32 of the 35 decay modes studied,
the limits are an improvement over the existing measure-

ments and therefore provide more stringent constraints
on physics beyond the SM.
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The signal yields obtained from the unbinned likelihood
fits are listed in Table IV with statistical and system-
atic uncertainties. Only systematic uncertainties asso-
ciated with the signal and background PDFs are in-
cluded in the systematic uncertainty for the yields. The
curves representing the fits are overlaid in the figures.
The most significant signal is seen in the distribution
for !+

c ! pµ+µ!; the signal yield has a statistical-only
significance of 2.6" as determined from the change in
log-likelihood with respect to zero assumed signal events.
With 35 di!erent measurements, a 2.6" deviation is ex-
pected with about 25% probability.
We calculate upper limits on the branching ratios

B(D+
(s) ! #±$"$(#)+)/B(D+

(s) ! #+%),

B(D+
(s) ! K±$"$(#)+)/B(D+

(s) ! #+%), and

B(!+
c !

( )
p $"$(#)+)/B(!+

c ! pK!#+)

at 90% confidence level (CL). The upper limits are set
using a Bayesian approach with a flat prior for the event
yield in the physical region. The upper limit on the sig-
nal yield is defined as the number of signal events for
which the integral of the likelihood from zero events to
that number of events is 90% of the integral from zero to
infinity. The systematic uncertainties are included in the
likelihood as additional nuisance parameters. For com-
parison with previous measurements, the upper limits on
the branching fractions at 90% CL, calculated using the
data of Table I, are also given.
For 32 of the 35 decay modes, this analysis is more

sensitive than existing measurements. In most cases, the
improvement is significant (factor of 2 to 60). The largest
improvements are seen for the LFV decays, which are
all improved by at least a factor of 10. The only !+

c

decay with a pre-existing limit is !+
c ! pµ+µ!, which we

improve by roughly a factor of 8. For all other !+
c decays

this paper presents the first limits. The only modes that
do not provide a more sensitive limit are D+ ! #!e+e+,
D+ ! #+µ+µ!, and D+

s ! #+µ+µ! where existing
limits [1–3] are about a factor of two lower than those
presented here.
As a cross check, we also examineD+

(s) ! #+%e+e! and

D+
(s) ! #+%µ+µ! events with dilepton invariant masses

in the % signal region defined in Sect. IVA. The in-
variant mass distributions are shown in Fig. 10. Signals
with a statistical significance of at least 3" are seen for
all decays except for D+ ! #+%µ+µ! . The selection
for D+ and D+

s candidates di!er through the likelihood-
ratio criteria, which are optimized separately; however,
signals for both hadrons can be seen with either selection.
The mass distributions are therefore fit allowing for both
a D+ and D+

s signal, but only the signal yield for the
hadron for which the likelihood ratio was constructed is
used. Table V gives the fit yields. It also shows the ex-
pected yield assuming B(% ! $+$!) = B(% ! e+e!) =
(2.95±0.03)"10!4 [16]. The fit yields are in good agree-
ment with expectations.

TABLE IV: Signal yields for the fits to the 35 X+
c !

h±!!!(")+ event samples. The first error is the statistical un-
certainty and the second is the systematic uncertainty. The
third column lists the estimated signal e!ciency. The fourth
column gives for each signal mode the 90% CL upper limit
(UL) on the ratio of the branching fraction of the signal mode
to that of the normalization mode (BR). The last column
shows the 90% CL upper limit on the branching fraction for
each signal mode (BF). The upper limits include all system-
atic uncertainties.

BR UL BF UL
Yield E". 90% CL 90% CL

Decay mode (events) (%) (10#4) (10#6)

D+
! "+e+e# "3.9± 1.6± 1.7 1.56 3.9 1.1

D+
! "+µ+µ#

"0.2± 2.8± 0.9 0.46 24 6.5
D+

! "+e+µ#
"2.9± 3.4± 2.4 1.21 11 2.9

D+
! "+µ+e# 3.6± 4.3± 1.3 1.54 13 3.6

D+
s ! "+e+e# 8± 34± 8 6.36 5.4 13

D+
s ! "+µ+µ# 20± 15± 4 1.21 18 43

D+
s ! "+e+µ#

"3± 11± 3 2.16 4.9 12
D+

s ! "+µ+e# 9.3± 7.3± 2.8 1.50 8.4 20
D+

! K+e+e# "3.7± 2.9± 3.3 2.88 3.7 1.0
D+

! K+µ+µ#
"1.3± 2.8± 1.1 0.65 16 4.3

D+
! K+e+µ#

"4.3± 1.8± 0.6 1.44 4.3 1.2
D+

! K+µ+e# 3.2± 3.8± 1.2 1.74 9.9 2.8
D+

s ! K+e+e# "5.7± 5.8± 2.0 3.20 1.6 3.7
D+

s ! K+µ+µ# 4.8± 5.9± 1.2 0.85 9.1 21
D+

s ! K+e+µ# 9.1± 6.0± 2.8 1.74 5.7 14
D+

s ! K+µ+e# 3.4± 6.4± 3.5 2.08 4.2 9.7
#+

c ! pe+e# 4.0± 6.5± 2.8 5.52 0.8 5.5
#+

c ! pµ+µ# 11.1 ± 5.0± 2.5 0.86 6.4 44
#+

c ! pe+µ#
"0.7± 2.9± 0.9 1.10 1.6 9.9

#+
c ! pµ+e# 6.2± 4.6± 1.8 1.37 2.9 19

D+
! "#e+e+ 4.7± 4.7± 0.5 3.16 6.8 1.9

D+
! "#µ+µ+

"3.1± 1.2± 0.5 0.70 7.5 2.0
D+

! "#µ+e+ "5.1± 4.2± 2.0 1.72 7.4 2.0
D+

s ! "#e+e+ "5.7± 14.± 3.4 6.84 1.8 4.1
D+

s ! "#µ+µ+ 0.6± 5.1± 2.7 1.05 6.2 14
D+

s ! "#µ+e+ "0.2± 7.9± 0.6 2.23 3.6 8.4
D+

! K#e+e+ "2.8± 2.4± 0.2 2.67 3.1 0.9
D+

! K#µ+µ+ 7.2± 5.4± 1.6 0.80 37 10
D+

! K#µ+e+ "11.6± 4.0± 3.1 1.52 6.8 1.9
D+

s ! K#e+e+ 2.3± 7.9± 3.3 4.10 2.1 5.2
D+

s ! K#µ+µ+
"2.3± 5.0± 2.8 0.98 5.3 13

D+
s ! K#µ+e+ "14.0± 8.4± 2.0 2.26 2.4 6.1

#+
c ! pe+e+ "1.5± 4.2± 1.5 5.14 0.4 2.7

#+
c ! pµ+µ+

"0.0± 2.1± 0.6 0.94 1.4 9.4
#+

c ! pµ+e+ 10.1 ± 5.8± 3.5 2.50 2.3 16

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Searches for the decay modes D+
(s) ! #±$"$(#)+,

D+
(s) ! K±$"$(#)+ and !+

c !
( )
p $"$(#)+ have been per-

formed using 384 fb!1 of e+e! annihilations collected
with the BABAR detector. No signals are observed and
we report upper limits on 35 di!erent branching ratios
between 0.4" 10!4 and 37" 10!4 at 90% CL. This cor-
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The signal yields obtained from the unbinned likelihood
fits are listed in Table IV with statistical and system-
atic uncertainties. Only systematic uncertainties asso-
ciated with the signal and background PDFs are in-
cluded in the systematic uncertainty for the yields. The
curves representing the fits are overlaid in the figures.
The most significant signal is seen in the distribution
for !+

c ! pµ+µ!; the signal yield has a statistical-only
significance of 2.6" as determined from the change in
log-likelihood with respect to zero assumed signal events.
With 35 di!erent measurements, a 2.6" deviation is ex-
pected with about 25% probability.
We calculate upper limits on the branching ratios

B(D+
(s) ! #±$"$(#)+)/B(D+

(s) ! #+%),

B(D+
(s) ! K±$"$(#)+)/B(D+

(s) ! #+%), and

B(!+
c !

( )
p $"$(#)+)/B(!+

c ! pK!#+)

at 90% confidence level (CL). The upper limits are set
using a Bayesian approach with a flat prior for the event
yield in the physical region. The upper limit on the sig-
nal yield is defined as the number of signal events for
which the integral of the likelihood from zero events to
that number of events is 90% of the integral from zero to
infinity. The systematic uncertainties are included in the
likelihood as additional nuisance parameters. For com-
parison with previous measurements, the upper limits on
the branching fractions at 90% CL, calculated using the
data of Table I, are also given.
For 32 of the 35 decay modes, this analysis is more

sensitive than existing measurements. In most cases, the
improvement is significant (factor of 2 to 60). The largest
improvements are seen for the LFV decays, which are
all improved by at least a factor of 10. The only !+

c

decay with a pre-existing limit is !+
c ! pµ+µ!, which we

improve by roughly a factor of 8. For all other !+
c decays

this paper presents the first limits. The only modes that
do not provide a more sensitive limit are D+ ! #!e+e+,
D+ ! #+µ+µ!, and D+

s ! #+µ+µ! where existing
limits [1–3] are about a factor of two lower than those
presented here.
As a cross check, we also examineD+

(s) ! #+%e+e! and

D+
(s) ! #+%µ+µ! events with dilepton invariant masses

in the % signal region defined in Sect. IVA. The in-
variant mass distributions are shown in Fig. 10. Signals
with a statistical significance of at least 3" are seen for
all decays except for D+ ! #+%µ+µ! . The selection
for D+ and D+

s candidates di!er through the likelihood-
ratio criteria, which are optimized separately; however,
signals for both hadrons can be seen with either selection.
The mass distributions are therefore fit allowing for both
a D+ and D+

s signal, but only the signal yield for the
hadron for which the likelihood ratio was constructed is
used. Table V gives the fit yields. It also shows the ex-
pected yield assuming B(% ! $+$!) = B(% ! e+e!) =
(2.95±0.03)"10!4 [16]. The fit yields are in good agree-
ment with expectations.

TABLE IV: Signal yields for the fits to the 35 X+
c !

h±!!!(")+ event samples. The first error is the statistical un-
certainty and the second is the systematic uncertainty. The
third column lists the estimated signal e!ciency. The fourth
column gives for each signal mode the 90% CL upper limit
(UL) on the ratio of the branching fraction of the signal mode
to that of the normalization mode (BR). The last column
shows the 90% CL upper limit on the branching fraction for
each signal mode (BF). The upper limits include all system-
atic uncertainties.

BR UL BF UL
Yield E". 90% CL 90% CL

Decay mode (events) (%) (10#4) (10#6)

D+
! "+e+e# "3.9± 1.6± 1.7 1.56 3.9 1.1

D+
! "+µ+µ#

"0.2± 2.8± 0.9 0.46 24 6.5
D+

! "+e+µ#
"2.9± 3.4± 2.4 1.21 11 2.9

D+
! "+µ+e# 3.6± 4.3± 1.3 1.54 13 3.6

D+
s ! "+e+e# 8± 34± 8 6.36 5.4 13

D+
s ! "+µ+µ# 20± 15± 4 1.21 18 43

D+
s ! "+e+µ#

"3± 11± 3 2.16 4.9 12
D+

s ! "+µ+e# 9.3± 7.3± 2.8 1.50 8.4 20
D+

! K+e+e# "3.7± 2.9± 3.3 2.88 3.7 1.0
D+

! K+µ+µ#
"1.3± 2.8± 1.1 0.65 16 4.3

D+
! K+e+µ#

"4.3± 1.8± 0.6 1.44 4.3 1.2
D+

! K+µ+e# 3.2± 3.8± 1.2 1.74 9.9 2.8
D+

s ! K+e+e# "5.7± 5.8± 2.0 3.20 1.6 3.7
D+

s ! K+µ+µ# 4.8± 5.9± 1.2 0.85 9.1 21
D+

s ! K+e+µ# 9.1± 6.0± 2.8 1.74 5.7 14
D+

s ! K+µ+e# 3.4± 6.4± 3.5 2.08 4.2 9.7
#+

c ! pe+e# 4.0± 6.5± 2.8 5.52 0.8 5.5
#+

c ! pµ+µ# 11.1 ± 5.0± 2.5 0.86 6.4 44
#+

c ! pe+µ#
"0.7± 2.9± 0.9 1.10 1.6 9.9

#+
c ! pµ+e# 6.2± 4.6± 1.8 1.37 2.9 19

D+
! "#e+e+ 4.7± 4.7± 0.5 3.16 6.8 1.9

D+
! "#µ+µ+

"3.1± 1.2± 0.5 0.70 7.5 2.0
D+

! "#µ+e+ "5.1± 4.2± 2.0 1.72 7.4 2.0
D+

s ! "#e+e+ "5.7± 14.± 3.4 6.84 1.8 4.1
D+

s ! "#µ+µ+ 0.6± 5.1± 2.7 1.05 6.2 14
D+

s ! "#µ+e+ "0.2± 7.9± 0.6 2.23 3.6 8.4
D+

! K#e+e+ "2.8± 2.4± 0.2 2.67 3.1 0.9
D+

! K#µ+µ+ 7.2± 5.4± 1.6 0.80 37 10
D+

! K#µ+e+ "11.6± 4.0± 3.1 1.52 6.8 1.9
D+

s ! K#e+e+ 2.3± 7.9± 3.3 4.10 2.1 5.2
D+

s ! K#µ+µ+
"2.3± 5.0± 2.8 0.98 5.3 13

D+
s ! K#µ+e+ "14.0± 8.4± 2.0 2.26 2.4 6.1

#+
c ! pe+e+ "1.5± 4.2± 1.5 5.14 0.4 2.7

#+
c ! pµ+µ+

"0.0± 2.1± 0.6 0.94 1.4 9.4
#+

c ! pµ+e+ 10.1 ± 5.8± 3.5 2.50 2.3 16

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Searches for the decay modes D+
(s) ! #±$"$(#)+,

D+
(s) ! K±$"$(#)+ and !+

c !
( )
p $"$(#)+ have been per-

formed using 384 fb!1 of e+e! annihilations collected
with the BABAR detector. No signals are observed and
we report upper limits on 35 di!erent branching ratios
between 0.4" 10!4 and 37" 10!4 at 90% CL. This cor-
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The signal yields obtained from the unbinned likelihood
fits are listed in Table IV with statistical and system-
atic uncertainties. Only systematic uncertainties asso-
ciated with the signal and background PDFs are in-
cluded in the systematic uncertainty for the yields. The
curves representing the fits are overlaid in the figures.
The most significant signal is seen in the distribution
for !+

c ! pµ+µ!; the signal yield has a statistical-only
significance of 2.6" as determined from the change in
log-likelihood with respect to zero assumed signal events.
With 35 di!erent measurements, a 2.6" deviation is ex-
pected with about 25% probability.
We calculate upper limits on the branching ratios

B(D+
(s) ! #±$"$(#)+)/B(D+

(s) ! #+%),

B(D+
(s) ! K±$"$(#)+)/B(D+

(s) ! #+%), and

B(!+
c !

( )
p $"$(#)+)/B(!+

c ! pK!#+)

at 90% confidence level (CL). The upper limits are set
using a Bayesian approach with a flat prior for the event
yield in the physical region. The upper limit on the sig-
nal yield is defined as the number of signal events for
which the integral of the likelihood from zero events to
that number of events is 90% of the integral from zero to
infinity. The systematic uncertainties are included in the
likelihood as additional nuisance parameters. For com-
parison with previous measurements, the upper limits on
the branching fractions at 90% CL, calculated using the
data of Table I, are also given.
For 32 of the 35 decay modes, this analysis is more

sensitive than existing measurements. In most cases, the
improvement is significant (factor of 2 to 60). The largest
improvements are seen for the LFV decays, which are
all improved by at least a factor of 10. The only !+

c

decay with a pre-existing limit is !+
c ! pµ+µ!, which we

improve by roughly a factor of 8. For all other !+
c decays

this paper presents the first limits. The only modes that
do not provide a more sensitive limit are D+ ! #!e+e+,
D+ ! #+µ+µ!, and D+

s ! #+µ+µ! where existing
limits [1–3] are about a factor of two lower than those
presented here.
As a cross check, we also examineD+

(s) ! #+%e+e! and

D+
(s) ! #+%µ+µ! events with dilepton invariant masses

in the % signal region defined in Sect. IVA. The in-
variant mass distributions are shown in Fig. 10. Signals
with a statistical significance of at least 3" are seen for
all decays except for D+ ! #+%µ+µ! . The selection
for D+ and D+

s candidates di!er through the likelihood-
ratio criteria, which are optimized separately; however,
signals for both hadrons can be seen with either selection.
The mass distributions are therefore fit allowing for both
a D+ and D+

s signal, but only the signal yield for the
hadron for which the likelihood ratio was constructed is
used. Table V gives the fit yields. It also shows the ex-
pected yield assuming B(% ! $+$!) = B(% ! e+e!) =
(2.95±0.03)"10!4 [16]. The fit yields are in good agree-
ment with expectations.
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(UL) on the ratio of the branching fraction of the signal mode
to that of the normalization mode (BR). The last column
shows the 90% CL upper limit on the branching fraction for
each signal mode (BF). The upper limits include all system-
atic uncertainties.
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Closing words

• Rare meson decays (esp. B(s) and D) have been very powerful

tools to search for NP

• The “Kπ puzzle” remains, and has not been fully understood

yet

• Great advances have been made in understanding the EW

penguin and other related decays

- including invisible & semi-invisible decays and final

states with one (or more) neutral particles

- the strengths of the e+e− flavor-factories shine here

• Let’s stay tuned for, with great anticipation,

- SuperB & Belle-II

- as well as upgrade plans for LHCb

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Rare B and D decays (@ KIAS Phenomenology Workshop) Nov. 17, 2011 48


